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Key Information for Investors
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information herein is required by law to help
you understand the nature of an investment in this fund and the risks involved. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about
whether you should invest.
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES
R, C unit class - ISIN code: FR0013278702
This fund is managed by Groupama Asset Management; It meets the requirements of European Directive 2009/65/EC and Regulation (EU)
2017/1131 of the European Parliament and Council of 14 June 2017.
Investment policy and objectives
Fund classification: a "Short-term Money-Market" fund
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES is a short-term money-market fund with
variable net asset value (VNAV).
Investment objective: To achieve a return that is slightly above the
money-market rate, net of management fees and over the recommended
investment horizon.
If the money-market rate of interest is very low, the fund will not be able to
cover its management fees and its net asset value will suffer a structural
decline.
Benchmark index: Compounded Eonia
To achieve its investment objective the fund employs an active
management style.
The fund's main potential sources of performance are:
- Credit sensitivity, which is determined mainly on the basis of an
analysis of the behaviour of yield spreads, the slope of the yields
available and expectations of central bank intervention.
- Interest rate sensitivity, which depends essentially on our analysis of
central bank monetary policy and the behaviour of short-term interest
rate indices.
- Geographic allocation, which is largely decided by our internal
committees.
The fund's assets are invested in bonds, notes and money-market
instruments issued in the OECD member countries and which the
management company considers to be of high credit quality, and in
deposits with credit institutions.
The portfolio's duration (interest-rate sensitivity) may vary from 0 to 0.5.

The fund may invest in negotiable debt securities, bonds, notes,
securitisations and ABCP issued in euros or any other currency by entities
in the public or private sectors.
The fund may exceptionally invest beyond the regulatory limit of 5% of its
net assets and invest up to 100% of its net assets in money-market
instruments that are issued or guaranteed individually or jointly by certain
sovereign, quasi-sovereign or supranational entities.
The fund may invest up to 10% of its net assets in the shares or units
of French or other European short-term money-market UCITS funds.
The fund may engage in transactions involving derivative instruments
traded on regulated, organised and over-the-counter markets for the
purpose of hedging the portfolio's exposure to interest-rate risk and
currency risk.
The fund may invest up to 100% of its net assets in deposits and in
securities financing transactions.
As the Fund uses derivatives and securities with embedded derivatives
and may engage in securities financing transactions, the portfolio's overall
exposure shall not exceed 200% of the net assets.
Allocation of distributable amounts: Accumulation
Recommended minimum investment period: 1 month.
You may redeem your shares on any business day, as explained below.
Cut-off time for processing subscription and redemption orders:
On business days, until 12 noon Paris time.
Valuation frequency: Every trading day on the Paris stock exchange,
except for legal holidays.

Risk/reward profile
Less risk
Typically lower rewards

More risk
Typically higher rewards

The fund's exposure to interest rate risk on the euro money market gives it
a risk category of 1.
There is no guarantee that you will recover your initial investment.
Material risks for the fund that are not reflected by the indicator:

This indicator measures the volatility and risk to which your investment is
exposed.
Historical data, such as those used to calculate the synthetic indicator,
may not be a reliable indicator of the fund's future risk profile.
This risk category is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest risk category does not mean "risk-free".

•

Counterparty risk: This is the risk that a counterparty may become
insolvent and default on a payment, which could reduce the fund's net
asset value.

•

Credit risk: This is the risk that an issuer of a security may default or
become less creditworthy, which will reduce the value of the security
and consequently the fund's net asset value.

•

Use of derivatives: This could reduce the Fund's volatility. An
unfavourable market development could cause the net asset value to
decline.

2. CHANGES DURING THE YEAR
15 February 2021
Annual returns were updated to the end of December 2020.

10 March 2021
Money-market funds: The fund was categorised as "Article 6".
The fund was brought into compliance with SFDR disclosure regulations (EU Regulation 2019/2088).

15 June 2021
Ongoing charges were updated in the KIIDs to the end of March 2021.
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3. INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT REPORT
The past year was marked by the Coronavirus pandemic and its consequences on the global economy. When the
pandemic reached the Western countries in March they imposed very restrictive health measures, which triggered the
most serious shock to the money market since the subprime crisis, effectively shutting the market down and causing
spreads to widen sharply. In just a few days, the 1-year rate on A-1 financials rose from Eonia+20 to Eonia+35. Money
market funds were flooded with redemption orders and were in no position to invest in the market. Corporate
issuers were then faced with major financing problems. Fortunately, the ECB's rapid and effective intervention
reassured investors and enabled the market to get back on its feet. Money market funds were once again able to
invest and take advantage of high yields. However, issuance spreads were destined to decline throughout the year.
Gradually, the spreads of A-1 financials even became negative, ending March at an average of Eonia-3. The fall was even
sharper for A-2 financials, with 1-year yields slipping from -0.02 to -0.50!
With the ECB providing funding at very generous rates, both through its asset purchase programs and TLTROs,
excess liquidity have exceeded the 4 trillion euro mark. As a result, banks are flush with cash and have very little need
for funding. The same thing was observed in the credit market. Accordingly, the fund's performance followed a similar
pattern, deteriorating in March 2020 along with the market, then profiting from the narrowing of spreads.
Our early repositioning in the credit market, with a preference for the 9-12 month segment, allowed us to optimise
this asset class’s contribution to our performance. We thus increased our exposure to bonds from 4.5% in early 2020,
to 17% at the end of March 2021. During this period, our WAL decreased about 10%, from 105 to 95 days.
The net asset value of Groupama Entreprises IC units declined from 2,267.11 on 31/03/2020 to 2,261.20 on
31/03/2021, for a return of -0.26% for the year, vs. -0.47% for its benchmark index.
The net asset value of Groupama Entreprises ID units declined from 9,873.69 on 31/03/2020 to 9,847.95 on
31/03/2021, for a return of -0.26% for the year, vs. -0.47% for its benchmark index.
The net asset value of Groupama Entreprises M units slipped from 1,039.18 on 31/03/2020 to 1,036.47 on 31/03/2021,
for a return of -0.26% for the year, vs. -0.47% for its benchmark index.
The net asset value of Groupama Entreprises N units declined from 559.54 on 31/03/2020 to 557.69 on 31/03/2021,
for a return of -0.33% for the year, vs. -0.46% for its benchmark index.
The net asset value of Groupama Entreprises R units went from 497.37 on 31/03/2020 to 496.07 on 31/03/2021, for a
return of -0.27% for the year, vs. -0.46% for its benchmark index.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
"As of the date this management report was prepared, and in the context of uncertainty as to the outcome of the Covid-19
health crisis, none of the events listed below, which could compromise the fund's ability to continue as a going concern, were
encountered:
• significant events during the year, such as changes in the application of accounting methods (to implement swing-pricing or
valuation models, activate gates, or suspend NAV).
• other events, such as information on the possible suspension of subscriptions and/or redemptions, fund liquidation or the
creation of a ring-fenced fund.”
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Main changes to the portfolio over the year
Holdings

Movements (in the 'base currency')
Purchases

Sales

LA BANQUE POSTALE 270121 FIX -0.56

350,005,444.53

350,000,000.00

LA BANQUE POSTALE 250121 FIX -0.56

300,014,000.65

300,000,000.00

LA BANQUE POSTALE 290321 FIX -0.55

300,013,750.63

300,000,000.00

BNP PARIBAS 080720 FIX -0.6

300,005,000.08

300,000,000.00

LA BANQUE POSTALE 260121 FIX -0.56

300,004,666.74

300,000,000.00

LA BANQUE POSTALE 150121 FIX -0.56

300,004,666.74

300,000,000.00

BQ POSTALE ZCP 05-01-21

300,004,666.74

300,000,000.00

LA BANQUE POSTALE 300321 FIX -0.55

300,004,583.40

300,000,000.00

LA BANQUE POSTALE 260321 FIX -0.55

300,004,583.40

300,000,000.00

ITALIE 3.75%10-010321

290,346,400.00

290,000,000.00
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4. REGULATORY INFORMATION
EFFICIENT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES AND DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS
a) Exposure from the use of efficient portfolio management techniques and derivative financial instruments
•

Exposure from using efficient management techniques:
o Securities lending:
o Securities borrowing:
o Reverse repurchase agreements:
o Repurchase agreements:

•

Exposure to underlyings via derivatives: 730,000,000.00
o Currency forwards:
o Futures:
o Options:
o Swaps: 730,000,000.00

b) Counterparties to efficient portfolio management techniques and derivatives transactions
Efficient management techniques

Derivative financial instruments (*)
BARCLAYS BANK IRELAND PLC
BNP PARIBAS FRANCE
CREDIT AGRICOLE CIB
NATIXIS
NOMURA FINANCIAL PRODUCTS EUROPE GMBH

(*) Excluding listed derivatives.
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c) Collateral received to mitigate the fund’s counterparty risk

Types of instrument

Amount in the portfolio's currency

Efficient management
techniques

. Term deposits
. Equities
. Bonds
. UCITS
. Cash (*)

Total
Derivative financial instruments

. Term deposits
. Equities
. Bonds
. UCITS
. Cash (*)
Total
(*) The Cash account also includes cash obtained under repurchase agreements.

d) Income from efficient management techniques and associated operating expenses

Income and operating expenses

Amount in the portfolio's currency

. SFT income (*)
. Other income
Total income

. Direct operating expenses
. Indirect operating expenses
. Other expenses
Total expenses 14
(*) Income from securities lending and reverse repurchase agreements.
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DISCLOSURE OF SECURITIES FINANCING TRANSACTIONS AND OF THE REUSE OF FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS PURSUANT TO SFTR REGULATIONS, IN THE FUND'S BASE CURRENCY (EUR).
During the period the fund engaged in no transactions that are subject to SFTR regulations.

BROKER AND TRANSACTION FEES
Pursuant to Article 322-41 of the General Regulations of the French financial market authority (the AMF) on the rules of good
conduct for third-party portfolio management, we inform you that the fund pays fees on the transactions on the financial
instruments in its portfolio.
These fees consist of:
- a broker fee, which is paid to the intermediary that executes the order.
- ‘transaction fees’, which the management company does not receive.
These fees are not audited by the Statutory Auditor.

FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES
The intermediaries which the Management Strategy Department uses for each major asset class are monitored every six months by
the Broker Committee. The meetings of this committee are attended by the fund managers, financial analysts and middle-office staff.
At each meeting, the list of approved intermediaries is updated and a trading limit (a percentage of assets under management) is set
for each intermediary.
This list is updated by voting on a selection of criteria, each of which is weighted by the committee. Each person’s vote on each
criterion is attributed the weight decided by the committee. A report on the committee's decisions is drafted and distributed.
In the interim between two Broker Committee meetings, a new intermediary may be used for a specific transaction, provided that
this intermediary is expressly approved by the Head of Management Strategies. This intermediary may or may not be validated at
the next Broker Committee meeting.
This intermediary may be submitted for approval at the next Broker Committee meeting. Each month, fund managers are provided
with an updated table that shows the amount of business done with each intermediary relative to the percentage limit.
If a limit is exceeded, the fund manager will receive an instruction to reduce business with the intermediary back below the limit.
The above controls are used for level-three monitoring of compliance with the code of conduct.

INTERMEDIATION FEES
Each year Groupama Asset Management reports on the intermediation fees it paid the previous year.
This document is available on its website at www.groupama-am.fr.

VOTING POLICY
The policy on voting at general shareholder meetings may be consulted on Groupama Asset Management's website at
http:/www.groupama-am.fr and at its registered office.
A report on the exercise of the management company's voting rights at general shareholder meetings is prepared within four
months after the end of its fiscal year. This report may be consulted on Groupama Asset Management's website at
http::www.groupama-am.fr and at its registered office.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS IN THE FUND'S PORTFOLIO THAT WERE ISSUED BY A GROUP SERVICE
PROVIDER OR ENTITY
In accordance with the AMF's General Regulations, we inform you that the portfolio holds no securities that are managed by the
GROUPAMA group or its subsidiaries.

DISCLOSURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE CRITERIA
Information regarding ESG criteria is available on the group's website at http:/www.groupama-am.fr and in the fund’s annual reports
as of 31/12/2012.

METHOD FOR DETERMINING OVERALL RISK EXPOSURE
The commitment method is used to determine the fund’s overall risk exposure to financial contracts.
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REMUNERATION
1 – Qualitative information
1.1. Background information
Groupama Asset Management was approved as an AIFM by the AMF on 10 June 2014 and updated its Remuneration Policy beforehand to
bring it into line with the requirements of the AIFM Directive. In early 2017, Groupama AM also aligned its Remuneration Policy with the
UCITS 5 Directive and it was approved by the AMF on 7 April 2017.
On 31 December 2020, Groupama Asset Management managed 108.6 billion euros of assets, of which AIF accounted for 17%,
UCITS for 25% and investment mandates for 58%.
Groupama Asset Management has drawn up a list of Identified Staff, i.e. employees who are considered to be "risk takers" in
accordance with the AMF's guidelines. This list includes primarily the following:
-

The members of the Management Board
The head of Internal Auditing
The heads of Compliance and Internal Control
The heads of the Management Strategy teams
Fund managers and management assistants
The Chief Economist
The head of Financial Engineering
The head of the trading desk and traders
The head of Sales and the sales teams
The heads of the following support functions:
•
Operations
•
Legal
•
Marketing
•
IT

For many years, Groupama Asset Management's remuneration structure has applied equally to all staff members. There are three
levels of remuneration:
-

Fixed salary
Individual variable remuneration
Collective variable remuneration (bonuses and profit-sharing).

Each year, Groupama Asset Management compares the various components of its employees’ remunerations with market standards to make
sure they are competitive and well balanced. It checks in particular that the fixed component of remuneration is a sufficiently high proportion of
the total remuneration.
1.2. Remuneration components
1.2.1. Fixed salary
The fixed component of an employee's remuneration is determined when the employee is hired on the basis of the employee's position and
responsibilities and the remuneration paid in the market for people in equivalent positions. It is reviewed annually or when the employee
assumes a new position, and may be increased at this time.
1.2.2. Individual variable remuneration
Individual variable remuneration depends on the employee's job and level of responsibility. It is highly flexible and is based on a formally
documented evaluation during the annual performance review interview. This evaluation is designed to measure:
-

to what extent the quantitative, qualitative and possibly managerial objectives set at the start of each year were achieved
the employee’s day-to-day performance in his or her job..

The evaluation of the above is used to determine the employee’s overall level of performance for the year and to grant an amount
of variable remuneration that is commensurate with this performance.
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1.2.2.1. Performance evaluation
Managers set objectives for each of their staff members in accordance with the company’s strategy and its implementation in the manager’s
department. Each objective is weighted in accordance with its relative importance. Pursuant to the AIFM and UCITS V directives, the following
rules must be observed:
-

•
•
•
-

•
•

All managers must have a managerial objective
An employee cannot have only quantitative objectives.
Quantitative objectives may account for 60% to 70% of the objectives of salespeople and managers (except in certain cases,
such as some junior positions which have a smaller quantitative share).
The performance objectives of fund managers must be achieved over multiple years (1-year and 3-year performance) and in
compliance with the rules that apply to asset management
The performance objectives of salespeople must reflect their ability to ensure client loyalty.
Qualitative objectives serve to:
Limit the importance of strictly financial performance
Account for such behaviour as risk taking, consideration of the client’s and the company’s interests, observing procedures and
being a good team member.

The objectives of employees in risk, internal control and compliance functions are set independently of the objectives of
the business lines these employees monitor and/or validate.
The objectives and overall performance of employees are assessed using criteria that are validated by the Groupama Group’s Human
Resources Department, which oversees the evaluation process and the performance evaluation tools of the Group’s companies.
1.2.2.2. Calculation and awarding of variable remuneration
The group must validate the annual budget for the variable remuneration to be granted the following year. On the basis of the company’s
projected earnings and above all its fund inflows and the performance of its management, Groupama Asset Management’s senior management
proposes a variable remuneration budget to Group senior management. Pursuant to the AIFM and UCITS V directives, the amount proposed
must take into account the company’s risk exposure. This amount may therefore be reduced if the company's performance adversely affects
Groupama AM's solvency.
The Human Resources Department monitors the consistency and fairness of the amounts of variable remuneration that managers propose for
their staff. It makes sure in particular that these amounts are consistent with performance evaluations and if necessary may submit a different
amount for the manager’s approval.
Groupama Asset Management does not pay guaranteed variable remuneration, except on an exceptional basis when recruiting certain
employees. Such guaranteed variable remuneration is strictly limited to one year and is usually paid after a trial period.
1.2.2.3. Payment of variable remuneration
Individual variable remuneration for a given year is usually paid the following year in March.
However, pursuant to the AIFM and UCITS V directives, if the variable remuneration that is granted to an employee who is a
member of Identified Staff exceeds the amount validated by Groupama Asset Management's Remuneration Committee, it must be
split into the following two parts:
- The first part is announced and irrevocably granted to the employee immediately after the performance evaluation period. This
part accounts for 50% of the employee’s individual variable remuneration and is paid entirely in cash, usually in March of the
following year.
- The second part is announced but its vesting is deferred. This part accounts for 50% of the employee's individual variable remuneration. It is
paid in instalments of one third in the second, third and fourth years following the year of granting and is subject to a clawback provision. It is
indexed to a basket of funds that are representative of the management strategy entrusted to the employee, or in the case of employees
whose jobs are not directly related to the management of one or more investment portfolios, are representative of Groupama Asset
Management’s overall investment strategy.
Pursuant to the AIFM and UCITS V directives, Groupama Asset Management has implemented a clawback arrangement whereby the granting
and payment of the deferred portion of variable remuneration may be reduced if the employee's performance adversely affects Groupama
Asset Management's solvency. Such reductions for a given fiscal year will be uniformly applied to all Identified Staff members who were eligible
for deferred variable remuneration that year. Reductions of variable remuneration must be decided by senior management and validated by the
Remuneration Committee.
There is also a behaviour-based individual penalty system to sanction fraud, serious fault or risk-taking behaviour that is ungoverned or inconsistent
with the relevant investment strategy or sustainability policy.
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1.2.3. Collective variable remuneration
Every permanent or temporary employee who has worked for the company for at least three months in a given fiscal year is entitled to receive
collective variable remuneration consisting of a bonus and a share of the group’s profits. The total collective variable remuneration paid by Groupama
AM is allocated between the eligible employees in proportion to their annual gross remuneration. Groupama Asset Management tops up the
amounts that employees invest in their PEE employee savings plans and PERCO collective pension plans up to the maximum amount specified in the
agreements on these plans.
1.3. Remuneration governance
Groupama Asset Management set up its Remuneration Committee in 2011. In compliance with the AIFM and UCITS V directives, this
committee has four members, two of whom are independent, including the committee's chair, who has the casting vote.
The members of the Remuneration Committee are:
Christian Ferry, Chair
Muriel Faure
Cyril Roux
Pierrette Lévêque
The role of the Remuneration Committee is to:
o Oversee the implementation of the Remuneration Policy and any changes made thereto
o Make recommendations on the fixed and variable remuneration of the members of the Management Committee and on
variable remunerations that exceed 100% of an employee’s fixed salary
o Oversee the remuneration of the employees in charge of the risk management and compliance functions
o Make recommendations on the remuneration of Groupama Asset Management’s senior executive officers
o Assess the procedure and arrangements adopted to assure that:
- the remuneration system addresses all risk categories, including sustainability and liquidity risks, and the amount of assets
under management;
- the policy is compatible with the management company's business strategy, objectives, values and interests. Assess multiple scenarios to test
how the remuneration system responds to future external and internal events and perform ex-post checks.
1.4. The people responsible for granting remuneration at Groupama Asset Management
Aside from the Remuneration Committee (see above), which oversees the implementation of the Remuneration Policy, the
people responsible for granting remuneration are:

- Mirela Agache, CEO of Groupama Asset Management
- Adeline Buisson, Groupama Asset Management's Head of Human Resources

1.5. Findings of the annual internal, central and independent auditing of Groupama Asset Management’s
Remuneration Policy and its implementation
In 2020, Groupama Asset Management’s Internal Audit department audited the Remuneration Policy in accordance with regulatory
requirements. This audit found that the remuneration policy was correctly implemented and found no significant errors or anomalies. The
recommendations subsequent to the audit conducted in late 2019 have been implemented. Three recommendations were made by the
Internal Audit Department and adopted by the Remuneration Committee. None of these recommendations calls into question Groupama
Asset Management's current procedures for indexing deferred variable remuneration.
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2.

Quantitative information

The following information is based on Groupama Asset Management's Annual Salary Statement at 31 December 2020.
Aggregate 2020 payroll
Of which variable remuneration paid for 2019 performance

26,762,374 euros
6,459,435 euros

Of which deferred variable remuneration attributed for 2016
and paid in 2020 (the 3rd third)

236,432 euros

Of which deferred variable remuneration attributed for 2017
and paid in 2020 (the 2nd third)

210,087 euros

Of which deferred variable remuneration attributed for 2018
and paid in 2020 (the 1st third)

226,975 euros

The 2020 payroll for Identified Staff who are considered to be Risk Takers as defined in the AIFM and UCITS 5
directives (91 employees) breaks down as follows for the following populations:
Aggregate 2020 payroll of all identified
personnel
Remuneration of fund managers and other people who
have a direct impact on the profile of the funds
managed (54 employees)
Remuneration of other risk takers

14,826,782 euros
7,822,602 euros
7,004,180 euros

OTHER INFORMATION
The fund's full prospectus and the most recent annual and interim documents will be sent within one week to
shareholders who send a written request for these documents to:
GROUPAMA ASSET MANAGEMENT
25 rue de la Ville l’Evêque
75008 PARIS
and are also available at http//www.groupama-am.com.
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5. AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATION
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ERNST & YOUNG et Autres
Tour First
TSA 14444
92037 Paris-La Défense cedex

Tel.: +33 (0) 1 46 93 60 00
www.ey.com/fr

Groupama Entreprises
For the year ended 31 March 2021

Statutory Auditor's Report on the Annual Accounts

To the unit-holders of the Groupama Entreprises fund,

Our opinion
In fulfilment of the task with which we were entrusted by the management company, we have audited
the annual accounts of the French FCP investment fund Groupama Entreprises for the year ended 31
March 2021 as appended hereto.
We certify that in our opinion, the annual accounts give, in accordance with the accounting principles and
standards generally accepted in France, a true and fair view of the fund's assets, liabilities and financial
position at the end of the past fiscal year, and of the results of its operations during that year.

Basis of our opinion
•

Audit standards

We conducted our audit in accordance with the professional standards that are observed in France.
We believe that the audit evidence we have collected was sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our opinion.
Our responsibilities under the above standards are indicated in the section of this report entitled "The
statutory auditor's responsibilities in auditing the annual financial statements".

•

Independence

We conducted our audit, which covers the period from 1 April 2020 to the date of issue of this report, in
accordance with the rules that govern the independence of auditors as set forth in the French code of
commerce and in the code of ethics for statutory auditors.

A S.A.S. company with variable capital
Nanterre T.C. No. 438 476 913
A chartered accounting firm
Registered office: 1-2, place des Saisons - 92400 Courbevoie - Paris-La Défense 1

Justification of our assessments
The COVID-19 pandemic and the ensuing global health crisis disrupted the preparation and auditing of
this year's accounts. Indeed, this crisis and the exceptional measures taken in response to the urgent
health situation have multiple consequences for the funds, their investments and the valuation of their
assets and liabilities. Some of these measures, such as travel restrictions and remote working, have
also had an impact on the operational management of these funds and on audit work and procedures.
It is in this complex and rapidly changing environment that we justify our assessments, in accordance
with the provisions of Articles L.823-9 and R.823-7 of the French code of commerce, and hereby inform
you that in our professional judgment the most material assessments we have made concern the
appropriateness of the accounting principles observed, particularly in respect of the financial
instruments in the fund's portfolio, and the consistency of the overall presentation of the financial
statements with the chart of accounts for undertakings in the collective investment of transferable
securities.
These assessments are to be understood within the context of the auditing of the financial statements
taken as a whole and of the formation of our opinion as expressed above. We have not expressed an
opinion on any element of these annual financial statements taken in isolation.

Specific verifications
We have also performed the specific verifications required by the applicable laws and regulations, in
accordance with the professional standards observed in France.
We have no comments regarding the fair presentation of the information in the management report
prepared by the management company nor regarding the consistency of this information with that
presented in the annual accounts.

The management company's responsibilities in respect of the annual accounts
The management company is responsible for preparing annual accounts that provide a true and fair
view in accordance with French accounting rules and principles, and for implementing th e internal
control it believes is necessary to prepare annual accounts that are free of material misstatements,
whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the annual financial statements, the company's management is responsible for assessing
the fund's ability to operate as a going concern, to provide any relevant information in relation to this
ability, and to apply the going-concern principle for accounting purposes, unless it intends to liquidate
or otherwise terminate the fund.
The management company has prepared the annual accounts.

Groupama Entreprises
For the year ended 31 March 2021
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The statutory auditor's responsibilities in auditing the annual financial statements
It is our responsibility to prepare a report on the annual financial statements. Our objective is to
obtain reasonable assurance that the annual financial statements taken as a whole are free of material
misstatement. Although reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, it does not guarantee that
an audit that is conducted in compliance with professional standards will ensure that all material
misstatements are detected. A misstatement may result from fraud or human error and is considered
to be material when it is reasonable to expect that, either in dividually or in combination with one or
more other misstatements, it may affect the economic decisions taken by users of the annual financial
statements on the basis of these statements.
Pursuant to Article L.823-10-1 of the French code of commerce, our audit engagement does not consist
in assuring the viability of your fund or the quality of its management.
In conducting an audit pursuant to the professional standards that are observed in France, statutory
auditors must exercise their professional judgment throughout the audit. They must also:
 Identify and assess any risk that the annual financial statements may comprise a material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, determine and implement audit procedures to
address such risk, and obtain sufficient appropriate evidence on which to base their opinion. There
is a higher risk of not detecting a material misstatement that is attributable to fraud rather than
error, since fraud may involve collusion, falsification, a deliberate omi ssion, misrepresentation or
evasion of internal control;
 Obtain information on the aspects of the management company's internal control system that are relevant
for the audit so that appropriate audit procedures may be determined, and not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of this internal control;
 Assess the appropriateness of the accounting methods selected by the management company and the
reasonableness of its accounting estimates, and assess any related information provided in the annual
accounts;
 Determine whether the management company's use of the going -concern principle is appropriate
and, depending on the evidence obtained, whether there is significant uncertainty as to any events
or situations that may substantially compromise the fund's ability to continue to operate. This
assessment must be based on the evidence obtained up to the date of the auditor's report, it being
understood however that subsequent events or situations may compromise the fund's ab ility to
continue as a going concern. If the auditor concludes that there is such a significant uncertainty,
the auditor has an obligation to draw the attention of the readers of the auditor’s report to the
information in the annual financial statements that concerns this uncertainty or, if this information
is insufficient or is not deemed pertinent, the auditor must issue a modified opinion or a disclaimer
of opinion.
 Assess the overall presentation of the annual financial statements and determine whether they provide a
true and fair view of the underlying transactions and events.

Groupama Entreprises
For the year ended 31 March 2021
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Paris-La Défense, 13 July 2021
The statutory auditor
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6. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
BALANCE SHEET AT 31/03/2021 (in EUR)
ASSETS
31/03/2021

31/03/2020

4,053,645,972.30

2,396,177,021.34

624,435,644.61
624,435,644.61

126,164,387.79
126,164,387.79

3,429,096,619.89
2,389,376,357.84
2,231,389,458.75
157,986,899.09
1,039,720,262.05

2,270,012,502.55
1,601,779,687.25
1,516,760,046.64
85,019,640.61
668,232,815.30

113,707.80

131.00

113,707.80

131.00

299,787.33

339,815.10

299,787.33
959,861,980.37
959,861,980.37

339,815.10
378,016,030.37
378,016,030.37

5,013,807,740.00

2,774,532,866.81

NET FIXED ASSETS
DEPOSITS
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Equities and equivalent securities
Traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Not traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Bonds and equivalent securities
Traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Not traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Debt securities
Traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Negotiable debt securities
Other debt securities
Not traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Collective investment undertakings
French general UCITSs and AIFs for retail investors and equivalent
funds in other countries
Other investment funds intended for retail investors and
equivalent funds in other EU member states
French general funds for professional investors, equivalent funds
in other EU countries, and listed securitisation entities
Other French funds for professional investors, equivalent funds in
other EU member states and unlisted securitisation entities
Other non-European undertakings
Securities financing transactions
Receivables on securities received under repo agreements
Receivables on securities lent
Securities borrowed
Securities provided under repo agreements
Other securities financing transactions
Derivatives
Traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Other transactions
Other financial instruments
RECEIVABLES
Forward exchange contracts
Other
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
Cash and cash equivalents
TOTAL ASSETS
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LIABILITIES
31/03/2021

31/03/2020

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
Share capital

4,950,784,796.24

2,781,976,729.45

Net capital gain/loss for the period (a, b)

-7,801,944.04

-2,435,032.01

Net income for the year (a,b)

-4,614,314.20

-5,705,258.54

4,938,368,538.00

2,773,836,438.90

7,665.00

32,905.00

7,665.00

32,905.00

7,665.00

32,905.00

75,431,187.70

538,513.08

75,431,187.70

538,513.08

349.30

125,009.83

349.30

125,009.83

5,013,807,740.00

2,774,532,866.81

Prior undistributed net capital gain/loss (a)
Retained earnings (a)

TOTAL SHARHOLDERS’ EQUITY *
* The amount representative of net assets
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Disposals of financial instruments
Securities financing transactions
Payables on securities provided under repo agreements
Payables on borrowed securities
Other securities financial transactions
Derivatives
Derivatives traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Other transactions
PAYABLES
Forward exchange contracts
Other
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
Bank overdrafts
Borrowings
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
(a) Including accrual accounts
(b) Less interim income distributions for the year
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OFF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS AT 31/03/2021 (in EUR)
31/03/2021

31/03/2020

HEDGING TRANSACTIONS
Commitments on regulated or equivalent markets
Commitments on over-the-counter markets
Interest-rate swaps
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.449

100,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.45

100,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.463

100,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.467

100,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.477

100,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.48

50,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.485

70,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.515

30,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.508

30,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.495

100,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.495

70,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.519

30,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.51

60,000,000.00

OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.503

50,000,000.00

OISEST/0.0/FIX/-0.57

100,000,000.00

OISEST/0.0/FIX/-0.56

50,000,000.00

OISEST/0.0/FIX/-0.57

50,000,000.00

OISEST/0.0/FIX/-0.57

40,000,000.00

Other commitments
OTHER TRANSACTIONS
Commitments on regulated or equivalent markets
Commitments on over-the-counter markets
Other commitments
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INCOME STATEMENT AT 31/03/2021 (in EUR)
31/03/2021

31/03/2020

Financial income
From bank deposits and financial accounts

6.17

7,568.22

From equities and equivalent securities
From bonds and equivalent securities
From other debt securities

2,912,597.76

437,669.11

-366,771.25

-2,529,392.59

118,777.75

8,119.45

2,664,610.43

-2,076,035.81

From securities financing transactions
From derivative instruments
Other financial income
TOTAL (1)
Financial expenses
From securities financing transactions
From derivative instruments

24.37
4,969.79 1

191.46

2,738,096.50

2,372,559.97

2,743,090.66

2,373,751.43

-78,480.23

-4,449,787.24

3,349,645.68

3,687,864.00

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR (Art. L. 214-17-1) (1 - 2 + 3 4)
Net income accruals for the year (5)
Interim income distributions for the year (6)

-3,428,125.91

-8,137,651.24

-1,186,188.29

2,432,392.70

TOTAL INCOME (1 - 2 + 3 - 4 + 5 - 6)

-4,614,314.20

-5,705,258.54

From debt
Other financial expenses
TOTAL (2)
NET FINANCIAL INCOME (1 - 2)
Other income (3)
Management expenses and depreciation / amortisation (4)
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
1. ACCOUNTING RULES AND METHODS
The annual accounts are presented in accordance with ANC Regulation No. 2014-01, as amended.
-

The following general accounting principles are observed:
true and fair view, comparability, on-going concern
compliance and fairness
conservatism
consistency of accounting methods.
Interest on fixed-income securities is recognised on an accrual basis.
The recognition of purchases and sales of securities does not include fees and charges.
The portfolio's accounting currency is the euro.
The fiscal year extends over a period of 12 months.
Information on the impact of the COVID-19 crisis
The accounts were approved by the management company on the basis of the information available
within the changing context of the COVID-19 crisis.
Asset valuation rules
The Fund has complied with the accounting rules set forth in the current regulations and, in
particular, with the Fund's chart of accounts.
The Fund's accounting currency is the euro.
The Fund's net asset value on a given day is calculated using the previous day's prices. If an exceptional
market event occurs, it may be recalculated to ensure that there are no market timing opportunities.
Valuation methods
Securities traded on a French or foreign regulated market including ETF
=> Securities traded in the eurozone:
Last price on the valuation day.
For fixed-income products, the management company reserves the right to use contributed prices if
these are more representative of market value.
Foreign securities that are not denominated in euros are converted into their value in euros at the
exchange rate published in Paris on the valuation day.
A security whose price was not observed on the valuation day is valued at the most recent officially
published price. A security whose price has been adjusted is valued at its probable market value,
under the responsibility of the fund manager or the management company.

Fund securities, shares and units
Shares or units in collective investment undertakings (CIU) are valued at their last known net asset value.

Negotiable debt securities (TCN)
Negotiable debt securities (short term and medium term, commercial paper and notes issued by financial
companies and specialised financial institutions) are valued in accordance with the following rules:
•
at the price observed in the market.
•
In the absence of a significant market price, using an actuarial method and the reference interest
rate of equivalent securities, with a spread to account for the issuer's intrinsic characteristics if necessary.


Over-the-counter transactions
Transactions that are conducted on an over-the-counter market that is approved pursuant to the regulations
that apply to collective investment undertakings are valued at their market value.


•
•

Futures and options transactions
Futures traded on derivatives markets are valued at the day's settlement price.
Options traded on derivatives markets are valued at the day's closing price.


Securities financing transactions
•
Temporary acquisitions of securities
Securities acquired under repurchase agreements and borrowed securities are booked in the buyer's portfolio
as "Receivables on reverse repos and borrowed securities" at the amount stipulated in the agreement plus the
interest receivable.
•
Temporary disposals of securities
Securities disposed of under repurchase agreements and lent securities are booked in the seller's portfolio at
their current market value.
The payable on securities disposed of under a repurchase agreement and on lent securities is booked in the
seller's portfolio at the contractual value plus accrued interest. When the contract is settled, the interest paid or
received is recognised as receivables income.
•
Collateral and margin calls
Collateral received is valued at its mark-to-market price.
Daily variation margins are calculated by determining the difference between the valuation of the market price of
the collateral provided and the valuation of the market price of the collateralised instruments.
In general, financial instruments for which a price is not observed on the valuation date or whose price has been
corrected are valued at their most likely trading value under the responsibility of the fund's board of directors
or management board, if the fund is a SICAV fund, or under the responsibility of the management company if
the fund is an FCP fund. These valuations and their justifications must be provided to the statutory auditor for
its auditing purposes.

Off-balance sheet commitments
•
Futures are valued at their nominal value x quantity x settlement price x (currency).
•
Options are valued on the basis of their underlying assets.
•
Swaps

Hedging and non-hedging interest rate swaps
•
The commitment = the nominal value + the marked-to-market valuation of the fixed-rate leg (for a
fixed rate/variable rate swap) or of the variable-rate leg (if a variable rate/fixed rate swap) is valued at the
market price.

Other swaps
• The commitment is the nominal value plus the stock market value (if the fund has adopted the simplified
valuation method).

Recognition of income from fixed-income securities
The accrual method is used.

Recognition of trading expenses
Trading expenses are excluded from the cost of transactions.
Management fees
These fees include all fees charged directly to the Fund, except for transaction expenses. Transaction expenses
include intermediary fees (e.g. brokerage fees, stock market taxes, etc.) and any transaction fee that may be
charged, in particular by the custodian or the management company.
The following fees may also be charged:
•
performance fees, which the fund pays to the management company if the fund outperforms its
investment objective. They are therefore charged to the fund.
•
transaction fees, which are paid by the fund.
For more information on the ongoing charges charged to the fund, refer to the "Fees" section of the Key
Investor Information Document (KIID).

IC, ID and M units
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Fees charged to the fund
Management fees including external
management fees (statutory auditor,
custodian, distribution, lawyers, etc.)

Base
Net assets, less units or
shares held in funds

Maximum charge
0.25% incl. tax

Maximum indirect fees/charges
(management fees and charges)

Net assets

Immaterial (1)

Performance fee

Net assets

N/A

Transaction fee paid to CACEIS Bank

Charged on each
transaction

Securities: N/A
Forex trades: 10 € inc. tax
OTC products: from €10 to €150
inc. tax
depending on complexity

Transaction expenses

Charged on each
transaction

N/A

(1) The CIUs held in the portfolio account for less than 10%.

N units
Fees charged to the fund
Management fees including external
management fees (statutory auditor,
custodian, distribution, lawyers, etc.)

Base
Net assets, less units or
shares held in funds

Maximum charge

1.00% incl. tax

Maximum indirect fees/charges
(management fees and charges)

Net assets

Immaterial (1)

Performance fee

Net assets

N/A

Charged on each
transaction

Securities: N/A
Forex trades: 10 € inc. tax
OTC products: from €10 to €150
inc. tax
depending on complexity

Transaction fee paid to CACEIS Bank

Charged on each
transaction
(1) The CIUs held in the portfolio account for less than 10%.
Transaction expenses

N/A
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R units
Fees charged to the fund
Management fees including external
management fees (statutory auditor,
custodian, distribution, lawyers, etc.)

Base
Net assets, less units or
shares held in funds

Maximum charge

0.35% incl. tax

Maximum indirect fees/charges
(management fees and charges)

Net assets

Immaterial (1)

Performance fee

Net assets

N/A

Charged on each
transaction

Securities: N/A
Forex trades: 10 € inc. tax
OTC products: from €10 to €150
inc. tax
depending on complexity

Transaction fee paid to CACEIS Bank

Charged on each
transaction
The CIUs held in the portfolio account for less than 10%.

Transaction expenses
(1)

N/A

Any exceptional legal costs related to recovery of the Fund’s receivables may be added to the fees detailed above.
The Fund will also pay the AMF tax.
Income from securities financing transactions accrues to the fund.
Charges, costs and fees in respect of these transactions are charged by the depositary and paid by the Fund.
Allocation of distributable amounts
Definition of distributable amounts
Distributable amounts comprise the following:
Net income
The net income for the year is equal to the amount of interest, arrears, dividends, premiums, bonuses, directors'
fees and all other income in respect of the securities in the fund's portfolio, plus income from temporary cash
holdings, less management fees and borrowing costs.
It may be increased by retained earnings and increased or decreased by net income accruals.
Capital gains and losses
Realised capital gains net of expenses, minus realised capital losses net of expenses, recognised for the year, plus
the net capital gains recognised over the previous years that were not distributed or accumulated, plus or minus
net capital gains accruals.
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Allocation of distributable amounts
Unit class

Allocation of net income

Allocation of net realised capital
gains or losses

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES IC

Accumulated

Accumulated

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES ID

Distributed and/or Retained
dividends may be paid

Interim

Distributed and/or Retained
dividends may be paid

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES M

Accumulated

Accumulated

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES N

Accumulated

Accumulated

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES R

Accumulated

Accumulated

Interim

2. CHANGES IN NET ASSETS AT 31/03/2021 (in EUR) 36
31/03/2021

31/03/2020

2,773,836,438.90

4,175,032,099.16

Subscriptions (including subscription fees kept by the fund)

16,363,289,418.71

16,990,690,001.70

Redemptions (excluding redemption fees kept by the fund)

-14,187,558,818.46

-18,378,247,160.83

Capital gains realised on deposits and financial instruments

32,937.51

292,732.27

-6,325,870.12

-3,756,884.48

NET ASSETS AT START OF YEAR

Capital losses realised on deposits and financial instruments
Capital gains realised on derivatives
Capital losses realised on derivatives
Transaction expenses
Exchange gain/loss
Change in the valuation differential of deposits and financial instruments

-1,544,229.12

-1,996,951.46

Valuation differential for the past fiscal year (year Y)

-3,295,012.55

-1,750,783.43

Valuation differential for the previous fiscal year (year Y-1)

1,750,783.43

-246,168.03

Change in the valuation differential of derivatives

66,786.49

-39,746.22

Valuation differential for the past fiscal year (year Y)

26,625.27

-40,161.22

Valuation differential for the previous fiscal year (year Y-1)

40,161.22

415.00

-3,428,125.91

-8,137,651.24

4,938,368,538.00

2,773,836,438.90

Net realised capital gains distributed in the past fiscal year
Income distributed in the past fiscal year
Net profit for the year before accruals
Interim distributions of net realised capital gains during the year
Interim distributions of income during the year
Other items
NET ASSETS AT YEAR END
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3. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
3.1. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BY LEGAL OR ECONOMIC TYPE
Amount

%

ASSETS
BONDS AND EQUIVALENT SECURITIES
Fixed-rate bonds traded on a regulated or equivalent market
Floating and adj. rate bonds traded on a regulated or equivalent market
TOTAL BONDS AND EQUIVALENT SECURITIES
DEBT SECURITIES
French Treasury bonds (bons du Trésor)
Negotiable European commercial paper (NEU CP) issued by non-financial issuers
Negotiable European commercial paper (NEU CP) issued by financial issuers
Negotiable European medium-term notes (NEU MTN)
Short-term marketable securities (NEU CP) issued by European foreign nonfinancial issuers
Negotiable European commercial paper (NEU CP) issued by foreign, nonEuropean non-financial issuers
Negotiable European commercial paper (NEU CP) issued by foreign European
non-financial issuers on a non-regulated market
Européens
marché
non réglementé
TOTAL
DEBT
SECURITIES

509,533,018.71
114,902,625.90
624,435,644.61

10.32
2.32
12.64

220,376,464.36

4.46

801,075,512.23

16.22

1,179,961,548.23
29,975,933.93

23.89
0.61

149,981,939.62

3.04

8,004,959.47

0.16

1,039,720,262.05

21.06

3,429,096,619.89

69.44

730,000,000.00
730,000,000.00

14.78
14.78

LIABILITIES
DISPOSALS OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
TOTAL DISPOSALS OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
OFF-BALANCE SHEET
HEDGING TRANSACTIONS
Fixed income
TOTAL HEDGING TRANSACTIONS
OTHER TRANSACTIONS
TOTAL OTHER TRANSACTIONS
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3.2. ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND OFF BALANCE SHEET COMMITMENTS BY INTEREST RATE
Fixed rate

%

Variable
rate

%

Adjustable
rate

%

Other

%

ASSETS
Deposits
Bonds and equivalent
securities
Debt securities

509,533,018.71 10.32

114,902,625.90 2.33

3,015,582,357.77 61.06 413,514,262.12 8.37

Securities financing
transactions
Financial accounts

959,861,980.37 19.44

LIABILITIES
Securities financing
transactions
Financial accounts
HEDGING
TRANSACTIONS
Hedging transactions
Other transactions

349.30

730,000,000.00 14.78

3.3. ASSET, LIABILITY AND OFF-BALANCE SHEET ITEMS BY RESIDUAL MATURITY (*)
< 3 months

%

]3 m - 1 y]

%

[1 - 3 y]

%

]3 - 5 yr]

%

> 5 yr

%

ASSETS
Deposits
Bonds and equivalent
securities
Debt securities

255,141,696.16

5.17

1,686,683,759.55 34.15 1,742,412,860.34

35.28

369,293,948.45

7.48

Securities financing
transactions
Financial accounts

959,861,980.37 19.44

LIABILITIES
Securities financing
transactions
Financial accounts
HEDGING
TRANSACTIONS
Hedging transactions
Other transactions

349.30

300,000,000.00

6.07

430,000,000.00

8.71

(*) The residual maturity of forward positions on interest rates is the residual maturity of the underlying asset.
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3.4.

ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND OFF-BALANCE SHEET ITEMS BY LISTING OR VALUATION
CURRENCY (NON-EURO)
Currency 1

Currency 1

Amount

%

Amount

Currency 3

%

Amount

Currency N
OTHER(S)

%

Amount

%

ASSETS
Deposits
Equities and equivalent securities
Bonds and equivalent securities
Debt securities
CIU
Securities financing transactions
Receivables
Financial accounts
LIABILITIES
Disposals of financial instruments
Securities financing transactions
Payables
Financial accounts
OFF-BALANCE SHEET
Hedging transactions
Other transactions

3.5. RECEIVABLES AND PAYABLES BY TYPE
Type

31/03/2021

RECEIVABLES
Accrued subscriptions
TOTAL RECEIVABLES

299,787.33
299,787.33

PAYABLES
Deferred settlement purchases
Accrued redemptions
Fixed management fees
TOTAL PAYABLES
TOTAL PAYABLES AND
RECEIVABLES

75,045,226.93
49,940.71
336,020.06
75,431,187.70
-75,131,400.37
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3.6. SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
3.6.1. Number of units issued and redeemed
In units

In euros

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES IC
Units subscribed during the year

6,896,197.87950

15,617,903,311.16

Units redeemed during the year

-5,746,061.75440

-13,012,745,810.75

Net balance of subscriptions/redemptions

1,150,136.12510

2,605,157,500.41

Number of units outstanding at the end of the year

1,987,795.36980

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES ID
Units subscribed during the year

15,832.1005

156,259,562.62

Units redeemed during the year

-22,813.6127

-225,028,249.70

-6,981.5122

-68,768,687.08

Net balance of subscriptions/redemptions
Number of units outstanding at the end of the year

350.1700

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES M
Units subscribed during the year

185,257.63700

192,345,573.74

Units redeemed during the year

-144,091.90900

-149,595,433.02

41,165.72800

42,750,140.72

Net balance of subscriptions/redemptions
Number of units outstanding at the end of the year

131,920.10500

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES N
Units subscribed during the year

602,310.70110

336,761,141.74

Units redeemed during the year

-1,338,423.12430

-748,310,919.36

-736,112.42320

-411,549,777.62

Net balance of subscriptions/redemptions
Number of units outstanding at the end of the year

403,793.52590

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES R
Units subscribed during the year

120,790.127

60,019,829.45

Units redeemed during the year

-104,393.221

-51,878,405.63

16,396.906

8,141,423.82

Net balance of subscriptions/redemptions
Number of units outstanding at the end of the year

157,630.197

3.6.2. Subscription and redemption fees 41
In euros
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES IC
Total fees kept
Subscription fees kept
Redemption fees kept
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES ID
Total fees kept
Subscription fees kept
Redemption fees kept

In euros
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES M
Total fees kept
Subscription fees kept
Redemption fees kept
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES N
Total fees kept
Subscription fees kept
Redemption fees kept
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES R
Total fees kept
Subscription fees kept
Redemption fees kept

3.7. MANAGEMENT FEES AND CHARGES
31/03/2021
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES IC
Guarantee fees
Fixed management fees
Percentage of fixed management fees

2 611 629.54
0.08

Variable management fees
Management fee sharing
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES ID
Guarantee fees
Fixed management fees
Percentage of fixed management fees

76 738.52
0.08

Variable management fees
Management fee sharing
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES M
Guarantee fees
Fixed management fees
Percentage of fixed management fees

96 206.15
0.08

Variable management fees
Management fee sharing
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES N
Guarantee fees
Fixed management fees
Percentage of fixed management fees

512 427.79
0.15

Variable management fees
Management fee sharing
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31/03/2021
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES R
Guarantee fees
Fixed management fees
Percentage of fixed management fees

52 643.68
0.08

Variable management fees
Management fee sharing

3.8. COMMITMENTS RECEIVED AND GRANTED
3.8.1. Collateral received by the fund: N/A
N/A 3.9.
3.8.2. Other commitments received and/or granted:
N/A
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3.9. OTHER INFORMATION
3.9.1. Current value of financial instruments acquired on a temporary basis
31/03/2021
Securities acquired under repos
Securities borrowed

3.9.2. Current value of financial instruments used as collateral
31/03/2021
Financial instruments pledged as collateral and kept in their original account
Financial instruments held as collateral and not recognised on the balance sheet

3.9.3. Financial instruments held, issued and/or managed by the Group

ISIN code

Name

31/03/2021

Equities
Bonds
Negotiable securities (TCN)
CIU
Derivatives
Total Group securities
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3.10. ALLOCATION OF DISTRIBUTABLE AMOUNTS
ALLOCATION OF DISTRIBUTABLE INCOME
31/03/2021

31/03/2020

Amounts remaining to be allocated
Retained earnings
Net income

-4,614 314.20

-5,705 258.54

Total

-4,614 314.20

-5,705 258.54

31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES IC
Allocation
Distributed
Retained earnings for the year
Accumulated

-4,056,031.47

-3,599,325.89

Total

-4,056,031.47

-3,599,325.89

31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES ID
Allocation
Distributed
Retained earnings for the year
Accumulated

-3111.49

-137,203.18

Total

-3,111.49

-137,203.18

31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES M
Allocation
Distributed
Retained earnings for the year
Accumulated

-123,371.00

-178,744.51

Total

-123,371.00

-178,744.51
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31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES N
Allocation
Distributed
Retained earnings for the year
Accumulated

-361 246.78

-1 656,850.39

Total

-361 246.78

-1 656,850.39

31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES R
Allocation
Distributed
Retained earnings for the year
Accumulated

-70,553.46

-133,134.57

Total

-70,553.46

-133,134.57

Allocation of distributable net capital gains
31/03/2021

31/03/2020

Amounts remaining to be allocated
Retained net capital gain/loss
Net capital gain/loss for the year

-7,801 944.04

-2,435 032.01

-7,801 944.04

-2,435 032.01

Interim distributions of net capital gain/loss for the year
Total

31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES IC
Allocation
Distributed
Net capital gain/loss not distributed
Accumulated

-7,101 061.51

-1 666,986.52

Total

-7,101 061.51

-1 666,986.52
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31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES ID
Allocation
Distributed
Net capital gain/loss not distributed
Accumulated

-5,448.16

-63,543.41

Total

-5,448.16

-63,543.41

31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES M
Allocation
Distributed
Net capital gain/loss not distributed
Accumulated

-216,018.50

-82,784.33

Total

-216,018.50

-82,784.33

31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES N
Allocation
Distributed
Net capital gain/loss not distributed
Accumulated

-355,876.87

-560,057.36

Total

-355,876.87

-560,057.36

31/03/2021

31/03/2020

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES R
Allocation
Distributed
Net capital gain/loss not distributed
Accumulated

-123,539.00

-61,660.39

Total

-123,539.00

-61,660.39
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3.11. KEY FUND INFORMATION FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS
31/03/2017
Total net assets
in EUR

29/03/2018

29/03/2019

31/03/2020

31/03/2021

3 334 781 165.23

3 024 762 702.94

4 175 032 099.16

2 773 836 438.90

4 938 368 538.00

Net assets

2 538 933 421.55

2 407 397 769.62

2 970 992 150.52

1 899 063 921.98

4 494 800 088.92

Number of units

1 109 913.66300

1 055 129.13060

1 305 969.65900

837 659.24470

1 987 795.36980

2 287.50

2 281.61

2 274.93

2 267.11

2 261.20

-0.82

-1.16

-2.63

-1.99

-3.57

-1.60

-3.60

-4.44

-4.29

-2.04

182 436 698.56

51 797 930.04

1 218 981.48

72 390 730.58

3 448 455.21

18 312.3045

5 212.7045

123.0330

7 331.6822

350.1700

9 962.51

9 936.86

9 907.76

9 873.69

9 847.95

-3.52

-5.05

-11.49

-8.66

-15.55

-7.04

-15.71

-19.36

-18.71

-8.88

Net assets

531 406 276.26

439 303 790.03

328 123 011.47

94 309 800.88

136 730 838.27

Number of units

506 812.77200

420 054.54000

314 667.03000

90 754.37700

131 920.10500

1 048.52

1 045.82

1 042.76

1 039.18

1 036.47

-0.37

-0.53

-1.20

-0.91

-1.63

-0.73

-1.65

-2.03

-1.96

-0.93

GROUPAMA
ENTREPRISES
IC in EUR

Net asset value
per unit
Net capital
gain/loss
accumulated per
unit
Net income
accumulated per
unit
GROUPAMA
ENTREPRISES
ID in EUR
Net assets
Number of units
Net asset value
per unit
Net capital
gain/loss
accumulated per
unit
Net income
accumulated per
unit
GROUPAMA
ENTREPRISES
M in EUR

Net asset value
per unit
Net capital
gain/loss
accumulated per
unit
Net income
accumulated per
unit
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31/03/2017

29/03/2018

29/03/2019

31/03/2020

31/03/2021

GROUPAMA
ENTREPRISES
N in EUR
Net assets

82 004 768.86

126 263 213.25

746 071 323.08

637 827 062.59

225 193 324.34

Number of units

144 944.74330

223 904.27310

1 327 841.43880

1 139 905.94910

403 793.52590

565.76

563.91

561.87

559.54

557.69

-0.20

-0.28

-0.65

-0.49

-0.88

-0.79

-1.28

-1.49

-1.45

-0.89

128 626 632.61

70 244 922.87

78 195 831.26

257 725.173

141 233.291

157 630.197

499.08

497.37

496.07

-0.44

-0.43

-0.78

-0.66

-0.94

-0.44

Net asset value
per unit
Net capital
gain/loss
accumulated per
unit
Net income
accumulated per
unit
GROUPAMA
ENTREPRISES
R in EUR
Net assets
Number of units
Net asset value
per unit
Net capital
gain/loss
accumulated per
unit
Net income
accumulated per
unit
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3.12. INVENTORY OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (in EUR)
Portfolio holdings

Curr.

Number or
nominal val.

Current value

Bonds and equivalent securities
Bonds and equivalent securities traded on a regulated or
equivalent market

% net
assets
Net

GERMANY
VOLKSWAGEN BANK 0.625% 08-09-21
VOLKSWAGEN FINANCIAL SERVICES AG E3R+0.65% 16-09-21
VOLKSWAGEN LEASING E3R+0.45% 02-08-21
VW 0,3/8,04/12/21
TOTAL GERMANY
DENMARK

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

18,200,000
4,700,000
13,400,000
38,984,000

18,339,651.34
4,709,194.38
13,414,941.00
39,132,205.95
75,595,992.67

0.37
0.10
0.27
0.79
1.53

JYSKE BANK DNK 0.875% 03-12-21
TOTAL DENMARK
SPAIN

EUR

3,500,000

3,539,843.18
3,539,843.18

0.07
0.07

EUR
EUR
EUR

20,000,000
82,500,000
24,000,000

20,348,071.23
87,064,679.79
24,174,320.55

0.42
1.76
0.49

131,587,071.57

2.67

BANCO NTANDER 1.375% 09-02-22
ESPAGNE 5.5%11-300421
NT CONS FIN 0.5% 04-10-21 EMTN
TOTAL SPAIN
UNITED STATES
BAT CAPITAL E3R+0.5% 16-08-21
G E3R+1.0% 27-07-21 EMTN
TOTAL UNITED STATES
FRANCE

EUR
EUR

41,692,000
14,113,000

41,736,401.98
14,167,684.35
55,904,086.33

0.85
0.28
1.13

C E3R+0.68% 20-04-21 EMTN
TOTAL FRANCE
ITALY

EUR

4,200,000

4,201,709.17
4,201,709.17

0.08
0.08

BTPS 3,3/4,05/01/21
ISPIM 2,06/18/21
ITALIE 3.75%06-010821
ITALY BUONI POLIENNALI DEL TESORO 0.05% 15-04-21
ITALY CERT DI CRED DEL TESORO ZERO CPONA ZCP
29- 06-21
TOTAL ITALY
NETHERLANDS

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

60,000,000
52,351,000
100,000,000
55,000,000

61,143,521.04
53,448,341.50
102,032,328.73
55,022,516.87

1.24
1.08
2.07
1.11

EUR

25,000,000

25,030,500.00

0.51

296,677,208.14

6.01

LEASEPLAN CORPORATION NV 1.0% 24-05-21
TOTAL NETHERLANDS
UNITED KINGDOM

EUR

7,500,000

7,577,779.11
7,577,779.11

0.15
0.15

NATWEST MKTS E3R+0.72% 18-06-21
VOD 1,1/4,08/25/21
TOTAL UNITED KINGDOM
TOTAL Bonds and equivalent securities traded on
a regulated or equivalent market
TOTAL Bonds and equivalent securities
Debt securities
Debt securities traded on a regulated or equivalent
market
GERMANY
METRO AG ZCP 10-06-21
UNICREDIT BANK AG 050821 FIX -0.24

EUR
EUR

36,622,000
12,500,000

36,672,695.02
12,679,259.42
49,351,954.44

0.74
0.26
1.00

624,435,644.61

12.64

624,435,644.61

12.64

5,000,000.00
30,050,843.91

0.10
0.61

EUR
EUR

5,000,000
30,000,000
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3.12. INVENTORY OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (in EUR)
Portfolio holdings

TOTAL GERMANY
BELGIUM
BARRY CAL ZCP 12-04-21
BELG TREA BILL ZCP 15-07-21
TOTAL BELGIUM
DENMARK
JYSKE BANK DNK 050721 FIX
TOTAL DENMARK
SPAIN
ENDESA SA 070621 FIX -0.485
ENDE ZCP 06-04-21
ENDE ZCP 08-04-21

Curr.

Number or
nominal val.

EUR

5,000,000

5,000,720.23

0.11

EUR

50,000,000

50,091,605.02
55,092,325.25

1.01
1.12

EUR

30,000,000

30,038,707.45

0.60

30,038,707.45

0.60

45,037,618.92
45,005,413.07
15,002,227.40

0.92
0.90
0.30

105,045,259.39

2.12

EUR
EUR
EUR

45,000,000
45,000,000
15,000,000

TOTAL SPAIN
FRANCE
ALSTOM SA 010721 FIX -0.475
BANQUE PALATINE 030921 FIX -0.42
BANQUE PALATINE 100921 OIS 0.03
BANQUE PALATINE 110521 FIX -0.54
BANQUE PALATINE 261121 OIS 0.025
BANQUE PALATINE 300821 OIS 0.05

35,050,843.91

% net
assets
Net
0.71

Current value

BFCM (BANQUE F 130821 OIS 0.1
BFCM (BANQUE FE 191121 OIS 0.03
BFCM (BANQUE FED 130721 FIX -0.33
BPCE 050821 FIX -0.4
BPCE 110821 OIS 0.09
BPCE 180621 OIS 0.28
CA CONSUMER FINANCE 190421 FIX -0.54
CAISSE REG. DE C 031221 OIS 0.025

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

5,000,000
15,000,000
19,000,000
25,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
20,000,000

5,006,010.69
15,030,780.96
18,977,197.38
25,015,724.23
19,971,280.15
14,971,368.59
29,942,392.68
29,956,816.50
30,041,440.60
30,050,885.16
29,938,101.02
29,975,933.93
30,010,160.75
19,972,120.46

0.10
0.31
0.39
0.50
0.40
0.31
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.60
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.41

CAISSE REGIONALE 010721 FIX -0.33
CAISSE REGIONALE 030921 FIX -0.41
CAISSE REGIONALE 251121 OIS 0.025
CRCAM PYRENEES GASCOGNE 020921 FIX -0.41
CRCAM PYRENEES GASCOGNE 031221 OIS 0.11
CREDIT MUTUEL ARKEA 051121 OISEST 0.12
CREDIT MUTUEL ARKEA 090721 FIX -0.34
CREDIT MUTUEL ARKEA 100621 FIX -0.12
CREDIT MUTUEL ARKEA 190421 FIX -0.55
ELIS SA EX HOLDELIS SA 050521 FIX 0.3
ELIS SA EX HOLDELIS SA 050821 FIX 0.23
ELIS SA EX HOLDELIS SA 051121 FIX 0.25

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

10,500,000
30,000,000
20,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
5,000,000
8,500,000
5,000,000

10,512,969.46
30,061,684.01
19,970,257.53
20,040,427.88
14,979,151.21
29,952,155.07
30,040,449.01
30,028,753.57
30,010,191.47
4,999,205.23
8,494,072.63
4,993,356.40

0.21
0.60
0.40
0.41
0.30
0.60
0.60
0.61
0.61
0.10
0.17
0.11

FAURECIA 020222 FIX 0.34
FAURECIA 211021 FIX 0.4
FAURECIA 290921 FIX 0.45
FRENCH REP ZCP 23-06-21
GROUPE EIFFAGE 051121 FIX -0.405
ILIAD SA 110222 FIX -0.27

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

15,000,000
15,000,000
25,000,000
50,000,000
15,000,000
27,000,000

14,964,760.21
14,982,966.68
24,976,640.07
50,073,001.41
15,037,975.95
27,053,567.71

0.31
0.31
0.51
1.02
0.30
0.55
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3.12. INVENTORY OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (in EUR)
Portfolio holdings

ILIAD SA 140122 FIX -0.3
ILIAD SA 221221 FIX -0.25
ILIAD SA 270821 FIX -0.16
LA BANQUE POSTALE 010421 FIX -0.6
LMA SA 100521 FIX -0.54
PLASTIC OMNIUM SYSTEMES URBAINS 270521 F
RCI BANQUE 111021 FIX -0.46
RENAULT CREDIT I 150921 FIX -0.35
RENAULT SA 030621 FIX -0.085
RENAULT SA 090821 FIX -0.025
RENAULT SA 140621 FIX -0.045
RENAULT SA 150421 FIX -0.02
RENAULT SA 170521 FIX -0.045
RENAULT SA 210621 FIX -0.085
RENAULT SA 220421 FIX -0.1
RENAULT SA 270821 FIX -0.03
RENAULT SA 290421 FIX -0.12
SAVENCIA SA 010621 FIX -0.31
SAVENCIA SA 070421 FIX -0.25
SAVENCIA SA 080621 FIX -0.32
SAVENCIA SA 090621 FIX -0.32
SAVENCIA SA 290621 FIX -0.36
SOCIETE GENERALE SA 010621 FIX -0.14
UNION FINANCES GRAINS (UFG) 090421 FIX UNION FINANCES GRAINS (UFG) 260421 FIX -0.44
VALEO SA 010222 FIX -0.16
VALEO SA 030921 FIX -0.235
VALEO SA 050521 FIX -0.24
VALEO SA 170521 FIX -0.225
VALEO SA 190521 FIX -0.22
VALEO SA 250122 FIX -0.15
VALEO SA 290621 FIX -0.285
VALEO ZCP 30-04-21
VENCIA ZCP 11-06-21
VEOLIA ENVIRONNEMENT SA 010421 FIX -0.55
VEOLIA ENVIRONNEMENT SA 220921 FIX -0.42
VEOLIA ENVIRONNEMENT SA 250821 FIX -0.41
TOTAL FRANCE
IRELAND
MATCHPOINT FINANCE PUBLIC LTD 190421 FIX -0.55
TOTAL IRELAND
ITALY
ITAL BUON ORDI DEL ZCP 14-12-21
ITAL BUON ORDI DEL ZCP 30-04-21
ITAL BUON ORDI DEL ZCP 31-08-21
ITALY BUONI TES BOT ZCP 300621

Curr.

Number or
nom. value

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

5,000,000
15,000,000
15,000,000
250,000,000
30,000,000
12,000,000
20,000,000
30,000,000
10,000,000
20,000,000
20,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000
5,000,000
30,000,000
27,000,000
25,000,000
15,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000
15,000,000
18,000,000
30,000,000
5,000,000
12,500,000
7,500,000
8,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
30,000,000
15,000,000
60,000,000
15,000,000
8,000,000
20,000,000
25,000,000
30,000,000

5,009,812.06
15,027,887.81
15,019,257.19
250,004,166.73
30,018,215.45
12,000,199.49
20,048,810.02
30,061,289.45
10,003,429.08
20,004,711.77
20,006,172.19
20,001,774.86
15,003,788.10
5,001,354.26
30,003,726.28
27,006,691.21
25,003,992.48
15,008,166.98
10,000,982.32
5,003,119.59
15,009,492.03
18,016,395.08
30,025,167.57
5,000,867.78
12,504,052.76
7,509,631.92
8,008,213.30
20,004,824.62
10,003,159.13
30,009,834.85
15,019,158.94
60,043,256.51
15,003,155.12
8,004,959.47
20,000,305.56
25,055,792.31
30,057,660.72
1,618,545,273.5
9

0.10
0.31
0.31
5.06
0.61
0.24
0.40
0.61
0.21
0.41
0.40
0.40
0.31
0.10
0.61
0.54
0.51
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.30
0.37
0.61
0.10
0.25
0.15
0.16
0.41
0.20
0.61
0.30
1.21
0.30
0.16
0.40
0.50
0.61
32.77

EUR

30,000,000

30,010,186.37
30,010,186.37

0.61
0.61

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

25,000,000
20,000,000
25,000,000
50,000,000

25,085,601.83
20,008,397.41
25,052,147.44
50,065,711.25

0.51
0.41
0.50
1.01

Current value

% of net
assets
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3.12. INVENTORY OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (in EUR)
Portfolio holdings

UNICREDIT SPA 080721 FIX -0.11
UNICREDIT SPA 101121 OIS 0.07
UNICREDIT SPA 300621 FIX -0.05
TOTAL ITALY
LUXEMBOURG
MEDIOBANCA INTERNATIONAL (LUX) 060821 FIX -0.145
MEDIOBANCA INTERNATIONAL (LUX) 090222 FI
TOTAL LUXEMBOURG
UNITED KINGDOM
BARC B OISEST+0.1% 01-02-22
BARC B OISEST+0.13% 30-03-22
BARCLAYS BANK PLC 030521 OIS 0.21
UNICREDIT SPA 030921 FIX -0.3
UNICREDIT SPA 130821 FIX -0.24
UNICREDIT SPA-LON 161121 OIS 0.5
UNICREDIT SPA LONDON 270721 FIX -0.21
UNIC SPAL BRAN ZCP 13-07-21
UNIC SPAL BRAN ZCP 23-09-21
TOTAL UNITED KINGDOM
TOTAL Debt securities traded on a regulated or
equivalent market
Debt securities that are not traded on a regulated or
equivalent market
GERMANY
VOLKSWAGEN AG 280122 FIX -0.305
VOLKSWAGEN FINANCIAL SERVICES AG 280222
TOTAL GERMANY
SPAIN
FERROVIAL SA 010621 FIX -0.14
FERROVIAL SA 010921 FIX -0.11
FERROVIAL SA 090921 FIX -0.16
FERROVIAL SA 200421 FIX -0.48
TOTAL SPAIN
FRANCE
LMA SA 230821 FIX -0.47
TOTAL FRANCE
IRELAND
ARABELLA FINANCE 060421 FIX -0.35
ARABELLA FINANCE 080621 FIX -0.39
ARABELLA FINANCE 100521 FIX -0.37
ARABELLA FINANCE 110621 FIX -0.39
ARABELLA FINANCE 120421 FIX -0.33
ARABELLA FINANCE 120521 FIX -0.37
ARABELLA FINANCE 180521 FIX -0.37
ARABELLA FINANCE 290421 FIX -0.37
INTESA SANPAOLO BANK IRELAND PLC 020222 FIX -0.45
INTESA SANPAOLO BANK IRELAND PLC 030921

Curr.

Number or
nom. value

Current value

% of net
assets

EUR
EUR
EUR

30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000

30,039,622.73
29,964,449.98
30,036,554.78
210,252,485.42

0.61
0.61
0.61
4.26

EUR
EUR

20,000,000
30,000,000

20,034,110.96
30,119,113.78
50,153,224.74

0.41
0.61
1.02

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

30,000,000
50,000,000
25,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
20,000,000
20,000,000
20,000,000
30,000,000

29,974,190.03
49,999,388.89
24,961,915.05
30,062,207.88
30,053,874.39
20,007,543.65
20,031,535.13
20,027,731.44
30,069,665.26
255,188,051.72

0.61
1.01
0.50
0.61
0.61
0.41
0.41
0.40
0.61
5.17

2,389,376,357.84

48.38

EUR
EUR

25,000,000
41,000,000

25,062,850.60
41,135,081.99
66,197,932.59

0.51
0.83
1.34

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

20,500,000
25,000,000
20,000,000
25,000,000

20,515,969.78
25,044,774.28
20,037,776.80
25,007,485.03
90,606,005.89

0.41
0.51
0.41
0.50
1.83

EUR

35,000,000

35,068,489.94
35,068,489.94

0.71
0.71

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

30,000,000
20,000,000
25,000,000
20,000,000
30,000,000
50,000,000
45,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
15,000,000

30,003,689.39
20,014,942.69
25,011,659.23
20,015,922.15
30,005,069.49
50,024,262.95
45,024,395.74
30,010,713.14
30,111,667.73
15,030,882.81

0.61
0.40
0.51
0.41
0.60
1.01
0.91
0.61
0.61
0.31
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3.12. INVENTORY OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (in EUR)
Portfolio holdings

INTESA SANPAOLO BANK IRELAND PLC 070322
INTESA SANPAOLO BANK IRELAND PLC 120721 FIX -0.04
TOTAL IRELAND
ITALY
SNAM SPA 040521 FIX -0.45
TOTAL ITALY
LUXEMBOURG
INTESA SANPAOLO 040821 FIX -0.18
INTESA SANPAOLO 070322 FIX -0.42
INTESA SANPAOLO BANK LUXEMBOURG SA 19052
TOTAL LUXEMBOURG
NETHERLANDS
KONINKLIJKE FRIESLANDCAMPINA NV 060421 FIX -0.46
KONINKLIJKE FRIESLANDCAMPINA NV 100521 FIX -0.39
NATWEST MARKETS NV 300322 FIX -0.45
REPSOL INTERNATIONAL FINANCE BV 300421 F
TELEFONICA EUROPE BV 070621 FIX -0.46
TELEFONICA EUROPE BV 090621 FIX -0.46
TELEFONICA EUROPE BV 120721 FIX -0.47
TELEFONICA EUROPE BV 200721 FIX -0.465
TELEFONICA EUROPE BV 240921 FIX -0.455
TOTAL NETHERLANDS
UNITED KINGDOM
NATIONAL GRID PLC 070421 FIX -0.52
NATWEST MARKETS PLC 020322 FIX -0.45
NATWEST MARKETS PLC 210122 FIX -0.45
NATWEST MARKETS PLC 280322 FIX -0.45
TOTAL UNITED KINGDOM
SWEDEN
VATTENFALL AB 170621 FIX 0.3
TOTAL SWEDEN
TOTAL Debt securities that are not traded on a
regulated or equivalent market
TOTAL Debt securities
Derivative instruments
Other derivatives
Interest-rate swaps
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.48
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.485
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.495
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.495
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.503
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.508
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.51
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.515
OIS/0.0/FIX/-0.519

Curr.

Number or
nom. value

Current value

% of net
assets

EUR
EUR

30,000,000
30,000,000

30,120,222.15
30,041,388.44
355,414,815.91

0.60
0.61
7.19

EUR

50,000,000

50,022,735.61
50,022,735.61

1.01
1.01

EUR
EUR
EUR

30,000,000
30,000,000
25,000,000

30,050,321.91
30,120,222.15
25,016,646.73
85,187,190.79

0.61
0.61
0.51
1.73

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

25,000,000
15,000,000
20,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000
20,000,000
30,000,000
37,000,000

25,001,597.32
15,006,949.81
20,091,415.94
30,014,678.20
30,027,116.76
30,027,299.35
20,026,662.05
30,041,407.05
37,082,449.04
237,319,575.52

0.51
0.30
0.41
0.60
0.61
0.61
0.41
0.61
0.75
4.81

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

10,000,000
30,000,000
34,500,000
30,000,000

10,001,522.86
30,126,969.20
34,633,446.58
30,136,747.20
104,898,685.84

0.20
0.61
0.71
0.61
2.13

EUR

15,000,000

15,004,829.96
15,004,829.96

0.31
0.31

1,039,720,262.05

21.06

3,429,096,619.89

69.44

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

50,000,000
70,000,000
100,000,000
70,000,000
50,000,000
30,000,000
60,000,000
30,000,000
30,000,000

7,416.50
17,287.20
20,487.00
9,970.80
5,839.00
10,430.10
17,647.80
12,645.00
11,672.40
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3.12. INVENTORY OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (in EUR)
Portfolio holdings

OISEST/0.0/FIX/-0.56
OISEST/0.0/FIX/-0.57
OISEST/0.0/FIX/-0.57
OISEST/0.0/FIX/-0.57
Total interest-rate swaps
TOTAL Other derivatives
TOTAL Derivatives
Receivables
Payables
Financial accounts
Net assets

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES ID
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES M
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES N
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES R
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES IC

Curr.

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

Number or
nom. value

50,000,000
40,000,000
50,000,000
100,000,000

Current value

-4,560.50
-1,486.00
-1,618.50
312.00
106,042.80
106,042.80
106,042.80
299,787.33
-75,431,187.70
959,861,631.07
4,938,368,538.0
0

350.1700
131,920.10500
403,793.52590
157,630.197
1,987,795.36980

% of net
assets

0.01
-1.53
19.44
100.00

9,847.95
1,036.47
557.69
496.07
2,261.20
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Key Information for Investors
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information herein is required by law to help
you understand the nature of an investment in this fund and the risks involved. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about
whether you should invest.
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES
I, C unit class - ISIN code:FR0010213355
This fund is managed by Groupama Asset Management; It meets the requirements of European Directive 2009/65/EC and Regulation (EU)
2017/1131 of the European Parliament and Council of 14 June 2017.
Investment policy and objectives
Fund classification: a "Short-term Money-Market" fund
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES is a short-term money-market fund with
variable net asset value (VNAV).
Investment objective: To achieve a return that is slightly above the
money-market rate, net of management fees and over the recommended
investment horizon.
If the money-market rate of interest is very low, the fund will not be able to
cover its management fees and its net asset value will suffer a structural
decline.
Benchmark index: Compounded Eonia
To achieve its investment objective the fund employs an active
management style.
The fund's main potential sources of performance are:
- Credit sensitivity, which is determined mainly on the basis of an
analysis of the behaviour of yield spreads, the slope of the yields
available and expectations of central bank intervention.
- Interest rate sensitivity, which depends essentially on our analysis of
central bank monetary policy and the behaviour of short-term interest
rate indices.
- Geographic allocation, which is largely decided by our internal
committees.
The fund's assets are invested in bonds, notes and money-market
instruments issued in the OECD member countries and which the
management company considers to be of high credit quality, and in
deposits with credit institutions.
The portfolio's duration (interest-rate sensitivity) may vary from 0 to 0.5.

The fund may invest in negotiable debt securities, bonds, notes,
securitisations and ABCP issued in euros or any other currency by entities
in the public or private sectors.
The fund may exceptionally invest beyond the regulatory limit of 5% of its
net assets and invest up to 100% of its net assets in money-market
instruments that are issued or guaranteed individually or jointly by certain
sovereign, quasi-sovereign or supranational entities.
The fund may invest up to 10% of its net assets in the shares or units
of French or other European short-term money-market UCITS funds.
The fund may engage in transactions involving derivative instruments
traded on regulated, organised and over-the-counter markets for the
purpose of hedging the portfolio's exposure to interest-rate risk and
currency risk.
The fund may invest up to 100% of its net assets in deposits and in
securities financing transactions.
As the Fund uses derivatives and securities with embedded derivatives
and may engage in securities financing transactions, the portfolio's overall
exposure shall not exceed 200% of the net assets.
Allocation of distributable amounts: Accumulation
Recommended minimum investment period: 1 month.
You may redeem your shares on any business day, as explained below.
Cut-off time for processing subscription and redemption orders:
On business days, until 12 noon Paris time.
Valuation frequency: Every trading day on the Paris stock exchange,
except for legal holidays.

Risk/reward profile
Less risk
Typically lower rewards

More risk
Typically higher rewards

The fund's exposure to interest rate risk on the euro money market gives it
a risk category of 1.
There is no guarantee that you will recover your initial investment.
Material risks for the fund that are not reflected by the indicator:

This indicator measures the volatility and risk to which your investment is
exposed.
Historical data, such as those used to calculate the synthetic indicator,
may not be a reliable indicator of the fund's future risk profile.
This risk category is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest risk category does not mean "risk-free".

•

Counterparty risk: This is the risk that a counterparty may become
insolvent and default on a payment, which could reduce the fund's net
asset value.

•

Credit risk: This is the risk that an issuer of a security may default or
become less creditworthy, which will reduce the value of the security
and consequently the fund's net asset value.

•

Use of derivatives: This could reduce the Fund's volatility. An
unfavourable market development could cause the net asset value to
decline.

Key Information for Investors
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information herein is required by law to help
you understand the nature of an investment in this fund and the risks involved. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about
whether you should invest.
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES
N, C unit class - ISIN code:: FR0010288316
This fund is managed by Groupama Asset Management; It meets the requirements of European Directive 2009/65/EC and Regulation (EU)
2017/1131 of the European Parliament and Council of 14 June 2017.
Investment policy and objectives
Fund classification: a "Short-term Money-Market" fund
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES is a short-term money-market fund with
variable net asset value (VNAV).
Investment objective: To achieve a return that is slightly above the
money-market rate, net of management fees and over the recommended
investment horizon.
If the money-market rate of interest is very low, the fund will not be able to
cover its management fees and its net asset value will suffer a structural
decline.
Benchmark index: Compounded Eonia
To achieve its investment objective the fund employs an active
management style.
The fund's main potential sources of performance are:
- Credit sensitivity, which is determined mainly on the basis of an
analysis of the behaviour of yield spreads, the slope of the yields
available and expectations of central bank intervention.
- Interest rate sensitivity, which depends essentially on our analysis of
central bank monetary policy and the behaviour of short-term interest
rate indices.
- Geographic allocation, which is largely decided by our internal
committees.
The fund's assets are invested in bonds, notes and money-market
instruments issued in the OECD member countries and which the
management company considers to be of high credit quality, and in
deposits with credit institutions.
The portfolio's duration (interest-rate sensitivity) may vary from 0 to 0.5.

The fund may invest in negotiable debt securities, bonds, notes,
securitisations and ABCP issued in euros or any other currency by entities
in the public or private sectors.
The fund may exceptionally invest beyond the regulatory limit of 5% of its
net assets and invest up to 100% of its net assets in money-market
instruments that are issued or guaranteed individually or jointly by certain
sovereign, quasi-sovereign or supranational entities.
The fund may invest up to 10% of its net assets in the shares or units
of French or other European short-term money-market UCITS funds.
The fund may engage in transactions involving derivative instruments
traded on regulated, organised and over-the-counter markets for the
purpose of hedging the portfolio's exposure to interest-rate risk and
currency risk.
The fund may invest up to 100% of its net assets in deposits and in
securities financing transactions.
As the Fund uses derivatives and securities with embedded derivatives
and may engage in securities financing transactions, the portfolio's overall
exposure shall not exceed 200% of the net assets.
Allocation of distributable amounts: Accumulation
Recommended minimum investment period: 1 month.
You may redeem your shares on any business day, as explained below.
Cut-off time for processing subscription and redemption orders:
On business days, until 12 noon Paris time.
Valuation frequency: Every trading day on the Paris stock exchange,
except for legal holidays.

Risk/reward profile
Less risk
Typically lower rewards

More risk
Typically higher rewards

The fund's exposure to interest rate risk on the euro money market gives it
a risk category of 1.
There is no guarantee that you will recover your initial investment.
Material risks for the fund that are not reflected by the indicator:

This indicator measures the volatility and risk to which your investment is
exposed.
Historical data, such as those used to calculate the synthetic indicator,
may not be a reliable indicator of the fund's future risk profile.
This risk category is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest risk category does not mean "risk-free".

•

Counterparty risk: This is the risk that a counterparty may become
insolvent and default on a payment, which could reduce the fund's net
asset value.

•

Credit risk: This is the risk that an issuer of a security may default or
become less creditworthy, which will reduce the value of the security
and consequently the fund's net asset value.

•

Use of derivatives: This could reduce the Fund's volatility. An
unfavourable market development could cause the net asset value to
decline.

Key Information for Investors
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information herein is required by law to help
you understand the nature of an investment in this fund and the risks involved. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about
whether you should invest.
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES
M, C unit class - ISIN code:FR0010693051
This fund is managed by Groupama Asset Management; It meets the requirements of European Directive 2009/65/EC and Regulation (EU)
2017/1131 of the European Parliament and Council of 14 June 2017.
Investment policy and objectives
Fund classification: a "Short-term Money-Market" fund
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES is a short-term money-market fund with
variable net asset value (VNAV).
Investment objective: To achieve a return that is slightly above the
money-market rate, net of management fees and over the recommended
investment horizon.
If the money-market rate of interest is very low, the fund will not be able to
cover its management fees and its net asset value will suffer a structural
decline.
Benchmark index: Compounded Eonia
To achieve its investment objective the fund employs an active
management style.
The fund's main potential sources of performance are:
- Credit sensitivity, which is determined mainly on the basis of an
analysis of the behaviour of yield spreads, the slope of the yields
available and expectations of central bank intervention.
- Interest rate sensitivity, which depends essentially on our analysis of
central bank monetary policy and the behaviour of short-term interest
rate indices.
- Geographic allocation, which is largely decided by our internal
committees.
The fund's assets are invested in bonds, notes and money-market
instruments issued in the OECD member countries and which the
management company considers to be of high credit quality, and in
deposits with credit institutions.
The portfolio's duration (interest-rate sensitivity) may vary from 0 to 0.5.

The fund may invest in negotiable debt securities, bonds, notes,
securitisations and ABCP issued in euros or any other currency by entities
in the public or private sectors.
The fund may exceptionally invest beyond the regulatory limit of 5% of its
net assets and invest up to 100% of its net assets in money-market
instruments that are issued or guaranteed individually or jointly by certain
sovereign, quasi-sovereign or supranational entities.
The fund may invest up to 10% of its net assets in the shares or units
of French or other European short-term money-market UCITS funds.
The fund may engage in transactions involving derivative instruments
traded on regulated, organised and over-the-counter markets for the
purpose of hedging the portfolio's exposure to interest-rate risk and
currency risk.
The fund may invest up to 100% of its net assets in deposits and in
securities financing transactions.
As the Fund uses derivatives and securities with embedded derivatives
and may engage in securities financing transactions, the portfolio's overall
exposure shall not exceed 200% of the net assets.
Allocation of distributable amounts: Accumulation
Recommended minimum investment period: 1 month.
You may redeem your shares on any business day, as explained below.
Cut-off time for processing subscription and redemption orders:
On business days, until 12 noon Paris time.
Valuation frequency: Every trading day on the Paris stock exchange,
except for legal holidays.

Risk/reward profile
Less risk
Typically lower rewards

More risk
Typically higher rewards

The fund's exposure to interest rate risk on the euro money market gives it
a risk category of 1.
There is no guarantee that you will recover your initial investment.
Material risks for the fund that are not reflected by the indicator:

This indicator measures the volatility and risk to which your investment is
exposed.
Historical data, such as those used to calculate the synthetic indicator,
may not be a reliable indicator of the fund's future risk profile.
This risk category is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest risk category does not mean "risk-free".

•

Counterparty risk: This is the risk that a counterparty may become
insolvent and default on a payment, which could reduce the fund's net
asset value.

•

Credit risk: This is the risk that an issuer of a security may default or
become less creditworthy, which will reduce the value of the security
and consequently the fund's net asset value.

•

Use of derivatives: This could reduce the Fund's volatility. An
unfavourable market development could cause the net asset value to
decline.

Key Information for Investors
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information herein is required by law to help
you understand the nature of an investment in this fund and the risks involved. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about
whether you should invest.
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES
I, D unit class - ISIN code:FR0010914978
This fund is managed by Groupama Asset Management; It meets the requirements of European Directive 2009/65/EC and Regulation (EU)
2017/1131 of the European Parliament and Council of 14 June 2017.
Investment policy and objectives
Fund classification: a "Short-term Money-Market" fund
GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES is a short-term money-market fund with
variable net asset value (VNAV).
Investment objective: To achieve a return that is slightly above the
money-market rate, net of management fees and over the recommended
investment horizon.
If the money-market rate of interest is very low, the fund will not be able to
cover its management fees and its net asset value will suffer a structural
decline.
Benchmark index: Compounded Eonia
To achieve its investment objective the fund employs an active
management style.
The fund's main potential sources of performance are:
- Credit sensitivity, which is determined mainly on the basis of an
analysis of the behaviour of yield spreads, the slope of the yields
available and expectations of central bank intervention.
- Interest rate sensitivity, which depends essentially on our analysis of
central bank monetary policy and the behaviour of short-term interest
rate indices.
- Geographic allocation, which is largely decided by our internal
committees.
The fund's assets are invested in bonds, notes and money-market
instruments issued in the OECD member countries and which the
management company considers to be of high credit quality, and in
deposits with credit institutions.
The portfolio's duration (interest-rate sensitivity) may vary from 0 to 0.5.

The fund may invest in negotiable debt securities, bonds, notes,
securitisations and ABCP issued in euros or any other currency by entities
in the public or private sectors.
The fund may exceptionally invest beyond the regulatory limit of 5% of its
net assets and invest up to 100% of its net assets in money-market
instruments that are issued or guaranteed individually or jointly by certain
sovereign, quasi-sovereign or supranational entities.
The fund may invest up to 10% of its net assets in the shares or units
of French or other European short-term money-market UCITS funds.
The fund may engage in transactions involving derivative instruments
traded on regulated, organised and over-the-counter markets for the
purpose of hedging the portfolio's exposure to interest-rate risk and
currency risk.
The fund may invest up to 100% of its net assets in deposits and in
securities financing transactions.
As the Fund uses derivatives and securities with embedded derivatives
and may engage in securities financing transactions, the portfolio's overall
exposure shall not exceed 200% of the net assets.
Allocation of distributable amounts: Distribution and/or retention.
Interim dividends may be paid
Recommended minimum investment period: 1 month.
You may redeem your shares on any business day, as explained below.
Cut-off time for processing subscription and redemption orders:
On business days, until 12 noon Paris time.
Valuation frequency: Every trading day on the Paris stock exchange,
except for legal holidays.

Risk/reward profile
Less risk
Typically lower rewards

More risk
Typically higher rewards

The fund's exposure to interest rate risk on the euro money market gives it
a risk category of 1.
There is no guarantee that you will recover your initial investment.
Material risks for the fund that are not reflected by the indicator:

This indicator measures the volatility and risk to which your investment is
exposed.
Historical data, such as those used to calculate the synthetic indicator,
may not be a reliable indicator of the fund's future risk profile.
This risk category is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest risk category does not mean "risk-free".

•

Counterparty risk: This is the risk that a counterparty may become
insolvent and default on a payment, which could reduce the fund's net
asset value.

•

Credit risk: This is the risk that an issuer of a security may default or
become less creditworthy, which will reduce the value of the security
and consequently the fund's net asset value.

•

Use of derivatives: This could reduce the Fund's volatility. An
unfavourable market development could cause the net asset value to
decline.
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THE GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES FUND

NAME

Fund classification
Assets managed > €500 million
AuM at 31/03/2021

GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES

Short-term money-market
YES
4,938

(all units, in €m)

The investment objective is to achieve a return that is slightly above
the money-market rate, net of management fees and over the
recommended investment horizon.
The fund's main sources of performance are:
- Credit sensitivity, which is determined mainly on the basis of
an analysis of changes in yield spreads, the slopes of available
yields and the expectations of central bank intervention.
Fund strategy (summary)

- Interest rate sensitivity, which depends mainly on an analysis of
central bank monetary policy and the behaviour of short-term interest
rate indices.
- Geographic allocation, which is largely decided by our internal
committees.
The fund's assets are invested in bonds, notes and money-market
instruments issued by the OECD member countries and determined
to be of high credit quality by the management company, and in
deposits with credit institutions.

Minimum recommended
investment horizon

1 month

Classified as ESG assets

YES

ESG asset category

Money-market ESG Integration
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GROUPAMA AM’s ESG POLICY
A FAST-CHANGING WORLD
Groupama AM offers its clients resolutely active
conviction-based asset management that adapts
flexibly to the specific characteristics of each asset
class over a medium to long-term investment horizon.
Implementing this active, conviction-based approach
successfully means being able to identify the forces
that are shaping the global economy, in order to
detect risks and find new opportunities to add value.

By including ESG criteria in our investment analyses,
we are able to understand how today's business
models are being disrupted by the three major
transitions: Digital, Environmental and Demographic.

Digital
The impact of new technologies
and their capacity to manage
great masses of data on business
processes, customer
relationships and suppliers

Environmental
Transitioning from a fossil-fuel
economy to one based on lowcarbon energy sources and
managing the environmental
impacts of economic activity

GROUPAMA AM, A PIONEER IN SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

Demographic
The consequences of social change,
such as population aging, urbanisation
and rising inequality, on the
management of human capital and
customer relationships

GROUPAMA AM’s ESG POLICY
A STRONG AND SUSTAINED COMMITMENT
Since the early 2000's, Groupama AM has been
developing its own approach to SRI analysis and
investment. Today, we use ESG criteria to manage
3
/4 of our assets. In May 2018, Groupama AM
defined and implemented a new ESG strategy to
achieve the following three objectives:
•

•
•

To integrate the challenges of the three
transitions into our fundamental analysis of
securities issuers
To systematically factor these challenges into
our investment decisions
To meet our customers’ demand for Sustainable
Finance.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT'S KEY ROLE IN ESG
GOVERNANCE
The importance that Groupama AM places on ESG
issues is reflected in the ESG Strategy Department,
which was set up in May 2018 and reports directly to
the Chief Executive Officer.
This resulted in the issuing of a new ESG policy in
June 2018, with the twin objectives of providing all
staff members with guidelines on the use of ESG
criteria and expanding our offering of ESG
investment products.
The deployment of this ESG policy is monitored by
the ESG Strategy Committee, which is chaired by the
CEO and meets quarterly. The ESG policy must be
observed by the Asset Management, Research,
Development, Communication, CSR and Reporting
teams, whose actions are coordinated by the ESG
Integration team.

It should be noted however that as one of the
founding signatories of the PRI in 2006, Groupama
AM has a long-standing commitment to SRI. We
confirmed our commitment to progress when we
obtained the maximum A + rating for our 2019
report on our ESG integration policy.
Groupama AM is also an active member of various
influential initiatives, including the Forum for
Responsible Investment (FRI), EUROSIF(1), SPAINSIF(2),
Association Française de Gestion (AFG), SFAF (the
Society of French Financial Analysts), Paris Europlace,
Finance for Tomorrow and l’Observatoire de la
Responsabilité Sociale des Entreprises.

ESG Strategy
Department

Groupama AM
teams

Implements

ESG Strategy
Committee

Each month, the Executive Committee is also
informed of progress in deploying the ESG Strategy.

(1)

European association for the promotion and advancement of sustainable and responsible investment across Europe

(2)

A Spanish organisation that promotes responsible investment
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THE SYSTEMATIC INCLUSION OF ESG CRITERIA IN OUR
FUNDAMENTAL ANALYTICAL PROCESS
AN INTEGRATED INVESTMENT RESEARCH TEAM THAT
IS UNIQUE IN PARIS
In 2003, Groupama AM began to develop a research
methodology that systematically incorporates ESG
criteria into the financial analysis process to obtain a
single overall recommendation. This initiative
required the combined expertise of Groupama AM's
financial analysis and ESG analysis teams.
In 2016, Groupama AM took a further step toward
ESG integration by merging the positions of financial
analyst and ESG analyst. This involved having ESG
analysts train financial analysts in how to incorporate
ESG criteria in their financial analyses and research.

As for the former ESG analysts, they received training
from the SFAF in the fundamentals of financial
analysis.
Today, each analyst is responsible for the financial
analysis and ESG analysis of the companies in the
sector that he or she covers. The Research
department is composed of 12 financial and ESG
analysts, including three who are experts in the
Environmental, Social and Governance pillars of SRI,
and four country economists.

OUR SOURCES OF ESG ANALYSIS
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THE SYSTEMATIC INCLUSION OF ESG CRITERIA IN OUR
FUNDAMENTAL ANALYTICAL PROCESS
PROPRIETARY TOOLS
Groupama AM has provided all of its portfolio managers
with tool that integrate EMS into their financial analysis
process. NotesESG© and AvisRecherche© are two
proprietary applications that enable them to view the
macro-economic and fundamental research data of the

companies followed by the Research department along
with their E, S and G criteria ratings. These applications

feed data to SimCorp Dimension, our main investment
management tool.

COMBINED ESG AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FOR A
SINGLE INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATION
The objective of our integrated approach is to assess
the impact of ESG criteria on financial criteria and
therefore on our final investment recommendations.
When conducting our equity research, we focus our
analysis on "material ESG" criteria, i.e. those that may
have
an
impact
on
financial
criteria.

We begin with a macro-economic analysis of the three
major economic and social transitions we have
identified, and then look at the potential microeconomic impact of each transition on a specific
sector and company to assess whether the company
understands its ecosystem and will be able to grow
to create value for its shareholders.

• What are material ESG criteria?
The method we use to determine material ESG criteria
combines top-down and bottom-up analysis.
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THE SYSTEMATIC INCLUSION OF ESG CRITERIA IN OUR
FUNDAMENTAL ANALYTICAL PROCESS
AN EXAMPLE OF HOW KEY ESG CRITERIA ARE IDENTIFIED IN THE BANKING SECTOR

DIGTAL
Competition
The customer relationship
Cyber-security
ENVIRONMENTAL

GOVERNANCE
Strategy
Compensation
Digital competence
Transparency

ENVIRONMENT
Green finance versus fossile
energies
Green Bonds

Energy transition
financing
DEMOGRAPHIC
Appeal to all
generations

HUMAN CAPITAL
Training and digital
recruitment
Adaptation of the
workforce and branch
network

• Impact on financial criteria
The analysis of these ESG criteria result in an ESG rating
of either Positive, Moderate or Negative and an outlook
rating.

SOCIAL
IT
investments
Digital experience
Service quality

The analyst then determines which financial criteria
may be impacted by the ESG criteria, which in turn
determines how the ESG information and ratings will
be used to arrive at the overall investment
recommendation.

A CLOSE-UP LOOK AT OUR CLIMATE ANALYSIS
We are convinced that the analysis of climate-related
issues is an integral component of the analysis of
corporate environmental challenges and impacts. To
have an overall perspective of these challenges, we
use the following four indicators:
- The Carbon Intensity indicator, which is the
number of metric tons of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions over scopes 1, 2 and 3 divided by annual
revenue: scope 1 (direct emissions), scope 2 (indirect
energy-related emissions), scope 3 “upstream” (other
indirect emissions produced by the entity) per million
euros of revenue.

- The Green Part indicator, which is the percentage of
a company's revenue that is obtained from a
technology or activity that is considered to promote
the energy and ecological transition. The nearer a
company's green share is to 0%, the more exposed it is
to transition risk. The method used to calculate the
green share is based on the European Taxonomy.

-The Net Environmental Contribution (NEC), which is a
percentage rating of the environmental performance of the
company's activity on a scale from -100% to +100%, with 0%
representing the average performance of the sector for the
company's products and 100% the best performance
recorded by our climate analysis. This indicator serves to

measure the alignment of a company's business model
with environmental sustainability criteria. The NEC
supplements a company’s “green share” by taking into
account its overall environmental performance in light of
its key environmental concerns, such as waste
management, biodiversity, water, air quality and climate
change. In accordance with the European Taxonomy, the
NEC is an advanced indicator that determines the net
contribution of "green" and "brown" activities.

- The +2°C scenario compliance indicator, which provides
a more forward-looking perspective of the direct impact of
a company’s activities on climate change, by taking into
account both its past carbon emissions and projected
emissions in light of the +2°C scenario.
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COAL EXCLUSION POLICY

Groupama Asset Management supports the Paris
Agreement’s objective of preventing the average
global temperature from increasing by more than
2°C above pre-industrial levels by the end of the
century. Since coal is the main source of greenhouse
gas, it is a key factor in global warming and climate
change.
This is why Groupama AM adopted a coal exclusion
policy in 2019.
Its objective is to reduce our portfolio’s exposure to
climate risks, whether physical or transition-related.
This policy applies to our investments in thermal coal
activities, which include coal mining and coal-fired
power generation. Under this policy, companies
whose revenue or power-generation mix is over 20%
dependent on coal are excluded from our portfolios.
This maximum was lowered at the end of 2020 to
bring our coal policy in line with the +2°C scenario.

Our exclusion list is based on the Global Coal Exit List of
the world’s most coal-dependent companies, which is
published by the German NGO Urgewald.
The Groupama AM Internal Research team reviews
Urgewald’s findings, as it does all ESG data provided by
external data providers.
Groupama AM may therefore need to recalculate the
revenue or power-generation mix limit of some of the
companies on the Global Coal Exit List and examine their
coal exit strategy.
If our findings are consistent with the data provided by
the Global Coal Exit List, and the company’s timeframe
for achieving its coal exit targets is still too long to
comply with the +2°C scenario, the company will be
excluded from our equity and credit portfolios. If our
findings differ, the company is put on a watchlist, which
is reviewed annually.
This policy applies to all of the portfolios that Groupama
AM manages, except for dedicated funds and unless
otherwise instructed by the client under an investment
mandate.

THE MAJOR ESG RISKS

Groupama AM monitors a list of companies which
have been identified as being particularly exposed
to ESG risks: the Major ESG Risks List.
The companies on the major ESG Risk lists are those
whose ESG risk exposure could compromise their
economic and financial viability or could have a
significant impact on their enterprise value and brand
and therefore cause a sharp drop in their share price
or a significant downgrading of their credit rating.
This list includes two types of companies:
• Companies that have a level 4 or 5 controversy
rating by Vigéo Eiris, and whose controversiality
has been confirmed by our Research team using
our own criteria.

• Companies whose governance our analysts have
rated “Major Risk” using our in-house method, which
requires a negative rating on at least 50% of the four
rating criteria: shareholder rights, oversight bodies
and procedures, quality of management and
transparency.
Whenever a company is added to the list, the relevant
financial analyst will determine sell triggers, which are
systematically revised every six months.
The inclusion or removal of companies from the Major
ESG Risks list must be confirmed by the Major ESG Risk
Committee, which is chaired by Groupama AM's Chief
Risk Officer.
If a company that is followed by the Research
department is on this list, analysts are prohibited from
issuing a buy recommendation on the company's stock
or a credit recommendation with a positive outlook.
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SHAREHOLDER ENGAGEMENT POLICY
Groupama
Asset
Management's
shareholder
engagement policy is a natural extension of its ESG
analysis and inclusion of ESG criteria in its
investment process.

Its underlying principles include direct engagement
with investee companies and voting guidelines on
ESG issues. The objectives of this policy are to:
• Improve the quality of ESG data
• Identify and mitigate the ESG risks of investee
companies
• Identify and promote industry-specific ESG best
practices among investee companies.
Groupama AM believes that shareholder engagement
must be a determined and constructive approach that
enables investors to achieve genuine efforts to
improve ESG practices in investee companies.

Our approach, which includes both individual and
collaborative engagement actions, is made possible by
our strong presence in the Paris market.
• Individual engagement actions:
1/ Dialogue with companies:
• meetings with the top management of the largest
listed European companies
• shareholder engagement with the companies
targeted for investment.
2/ A demanding voting policy established in 2001 and
updated annually. Fund managers, analysts and
middle-office staff participate in the exercise of voting
rights at over 200 annual shareholder meetings
throughout Europe.
3/ The discussion of draft resolutions with
management before they are presented at
shareholder meetings.
• Collaborative engagement
In 2020, Groupama AM joined five new collaborative
engagement initiatives focusing on biodiversity,
sustainable recovery and the pharmaceutical sector
within the context of the COVID-19 crisis.

A STRONG PRESENCE IN THE PARIS MARKET
Since the early 2000s, Groupama AM has been one of the most actively engaged participants in the Paris financial
sector. It plays a key role in various working groups that seek to promote and improve responsible investment
practices. Among other things, Groupama AM has chaired the AFG’s Sustainable Finance Committee since May
2015 and co-chaired the SFAF’s ESG Committee since 2014.
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HOW THE GROUPAMA ENTREPRISE FUND
INTEGRATES ESG CRITERIA
Systematic exclusion of:
TRAINING MONEY-MARKET MANAGERS
One of the basic principles of our ESG Strategy is to
formalise the integration of ESG in our investment
processes. This is why we provide ESG training for all
of our asset managers, including our money-market
teams. This training is provided in-house, by our ESG
Integration Manager. Its objectives are to enable
trainees to understand key concepts, identify reliable
sources of ESG data and key ESG issues, and
understand what impact these issues may have on
financial criteria.
HOW THE GROUPAMA ENTREPRISES FUND USES ESG
CRITERIA
We are convinced that the most effective process for
managing a money-market fund is one that
systematically integrates ESG in investment decisions
while focusing on the ESG criteria that are most
relevant to the investment strategy. This is because a
money-market fund must deal with various constraints
that prevent a comprehensive and systematic
treatment of ESGs issues, namely a small investment
universe with relatively few recurring issuers, and an
investment horizon that is much shorter than that of
many environmental and social challenges. Our
formal process for integrating ESG in our moneymarket funds was designed specifically for moneymarket management. It is based on two fundamental
principles.

• Complex securitisation transactions
• Companies registered in a tax haven
• Countries and territories on FATF’s blacklist
•

Companies that are involved in the production,
sale and/or stockpiling of cluster bombs or antipersonnel mines are excluded.

• Selection and monitoring of eligible issuers by the
Money-Market Committee, which:
• systematically limits investment in companies on
the Major ESG Risks List: When an issuer is on this
list, the Money-Market Committee restricts
investment to securities that will mature in less
than one year.
• monitors all ESG information that may adversely
affect an issuer's overall recommendation: the
Money-Market Committee will prohibit investment
in an issuer that has an overall negative
recommendation.
THE MONEY-MARKET COMMITTEE
The Money-Market Committee defines and
updates internal limits on the maturities of the
investments made by Groupama AM moneymarket funds. This involves monitoring and
updating the list of authorised issuers and the
maximum maturities that money-market
managers must observe for each issuer.
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REPORTING
CARBON INTENSITY
The carbon intensity of our portfolio at the end of
March 2021 was 232 tons of CO2 equivalent per
million euros of revenue.
The calculation[ [1] of this carbon intensity is based on
data provided by Icare & Consult.

THE MONITORING
INVESTMENTS

OF

FINANCIAL

The following scopes of greenhouse gas
emissions are covered:
- Scope 1: direct emissions
- Scope 2: indirect emissions from the
generation of purchased energy (electricity,
heat or steam)
- Scope 3: direct emissions of tier-1 suppliers.

SECTOR

To have a good understanding of a portfolio's
impact on climate change, it isn’t enough to know
its carbon footprint. Although the banking industry
has one of the lowest levels of direct CO2
emissions, the financing of the energy transition is
an essential issue. This is why we calculate and
follow the following two indicators:
The proportion of banks in the portfolio that are
signatories of the Green Bond Principles: the growing
number of green bonds being issued shows that the
financial sector is playing a greater and greater role in
financing the energy transition. Green bonds are
issued specifically to finance projects that contribute
positively to the energy and ecological transition. The
Green Bond Principles provide guidelines for issuing
green bonds and promote market standards that
make it easier for arranging banks to structure loans.

Banks are
55% of the
portfolio
52% of these banks
are signatories of
the Green Bond
Principles
87% of these
are also
signatories of
the Equator
Principles

The proportion of portfolio banks that are
signatories of the Equator Principles: by signing
these principles established in 2003, a bank commits
to assessing the social and environmental impacts of
projects and to take these impacts into
consideration when selecting the projects to be
financed.

GLOSSARY

ESG:

CSR

ESG refers to the Environmental, Social and
Governance criteria that are used for corporate and
investment management.

CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) refers to the
responsibility that companies have to conduct their
business in accordance with environmental, social and
governance principles.

SRI
SRI (Socially Responsible Investment) aims to reconcile
financial performance and social and environmental
impacts by financing private sector enterprises and
public-sector entities that contribute to sustainable
development regardless of their sector of activity. By
exercising a positive influence on corporate
governance and the behaviour of economic actors, SRI
promotes economic responsibility.

[ 1]

If a company that is followed by the Research
department is on this list, analysts are prohibited from
issuing a buy recommendation on the company's stock
or a credit recommendation with a positive outlook.

EET:
EET (the Energy and Ecological Transition) is the
transition toward new economic and social models that
are capable of addressing the major environmental
challenges. The energy transition is a major component
of the ecological transition.

∑
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PLEASE NOTE
This document is intended for informational purposes only. Groupama Asset Management and its subsidiaries shall not be liable for any
modification, distortion or falsification of this document. The modification, use or distribution of this document, in part or in whole and in any way
whatsoever, is prohibited without prior authorisation. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Before making an
investment investors should read the fund's prospectus and key investor information document (KIID). These documents and other documents
issued periodically may be obtained free of charge upon request to Groupama AM or at www.groupama-am.com. Although the information
provided in this document is based on sources we believe to be reliable, we do not guarantee that it is accurate, complete, valid or opportune. This
non-contractual document does not in any way constitute a recommendation, solicitation or an offer to purchase, sell or trade, and must not under
any circumstance be construed to be any of these. The sales staff of Groupama Asset Management and its subsidiaries will be happy to help you
obtain a personalised recommendation.
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